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Massagers

  
  Fluorite generator

GGFLU$12.95

Fluorite generators come 
in random colors making 
each one individual. Fully 
polished translucent, they 
are six sided with smooth 
point and fl at smooth bot-
tom, which makes it easy to 

  White Selenite generator

GGSELW$7.95

The white selenite generator 
is a fantastic tool for crystal 
healing and magical prac-
tice, using the natural quali-
ties of selenite crystal to aid 
in capturing and directing 
positive energy. They vary 

  

3” 6-Faceted Selenite massager

GM6SEL3$6.95

3” Selenite massager 6 
faceted, rounded at one end 
with a point on the other.  A 
very delicate piece.  Picture 
does not do it justice.

  2” Amethyst double terminated 16 faceted

GMAMED$10.95

This double terminated 
amethyst point is a wonder-
ful addition to your crystal 
healing and ritual practices. 
Use it to help direct energy, 
particularly those of heal-
ing or that possess psychic 

  2” Bloodstone double terminated 16 fac

GMBLOD$12.95

2” Bloodstone double 
terminated 16 faceted,  this 
powerful pyramid shaped 
stone can be of great use 
in energy work, as well as 
ritual magic.

  

Citrine double terminated

GMCITD$14.95

Displaying the natural 
beauty of the golden col-
ored Citrine, these double 
terminated citrine points 
a wondrous stones for the 
altar, crystal healing, or 
magical practice.

  2” Quartz Double Terminated 16 fac

GMQZD$10.95

A natural Quartz crystal 
formed and polished into a 
double terminated tapered 
massager. 3/4” tapered to 
1/2”. 2”

  2” Rose Quartz double terminated

GMRQZD$11.95

Useful within your crystal 
healing practice in all man-
ner of ways, this double 
terminated rose quartz 
point is both  treasured for 
its beauty and the subtle 
energy it offers. Sizes vary: 

  

  

  

  
    

Worry & Palm 
Stones

  
  Angelite palm stone

GPSANG$17.95

Feel the presence of angels 
around you with this 
peaceful lovely piece. Fits 
perfectly in your palm and 
is great for crystal healing, 
meditation or anytime you 
need a soothing comfort.

  

Apatite palm stone

GPSAPA$11.95

Apatite palm stone with 
each one being unique in 
color variations. Hold this 
in your palm when you are 
in need of inspiration or 
motivation.

  Fluorite palm stone

GPSFLU$10.95

Fluorite polished palm 
stone, fi ts comfortably and 
soothing into your palm, 
each gemstone has it’s own 
beautiful individual colors 
and characteristics. Ap-
proximate size 1” x 1 3/4” 

  K2 palm stone

GPSK2$21.95

Intuition and enlightenment 
are truly in the palm of 
your hand with this unique 
stone. K2 is mined from the 
snowy peaks of Pakistan’s 
K2 mountain which makes 
them a unique piece to own. 

  

Kyanite palm stone

GPSKYA$47.95

If your looking for a stone 
that never needs energy 
cleaning than you have 
found that in Kyanite. Give 
yourself inner balance when 
this stone is in your palm. 
Great for healings and 

  Lapis palm stone

GPSLAP$27.95

Your inner truth just might 
come out when you have 
this Lapis stone in your 
palm. Along with speaking 
your truth Lapis palm stone 
makes a great piece for 
crystal healing or medita-

  Larvikite palm stone

GPSLAR$15.95

Protection in life is really in 
the palm of your hand with 
this Larvikite palm stone. 
Stay grounded whether you 
are using this for a healing 
or just for comfort. Each 
piece is unique in natural 

  

Numite palm stone

GPSNUM$16.95

Increase your luck with this 
“Sorcerer’s Stone” while it 
rests comfortably in your 
palm. Said to help with 
grounding and is a great 
protector of energy. Each 
piece is unique in natural 

  Pyrite palm stone

GPSPYR$18.95

Negative energy will have 
a hard time getting in with 
this Pyrite Palm stone in 
your hand. Protect yourself 
with this powerful piece. 
Each stone is unique in 
color as well as in size.

  Quartz palm stone

GPSQZ$10.95

Quartz polished palm 
stone, fi ts comfortably and 
soothing into your palm, 
each gemstone has it’s own 
beautiful individual colors 
and characteristics. Ap-
proximate size 1” x 1 3/4” 
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Rhodonite palm stone

GPSRHO$26.95

This Rhodonite stone will 
sit perfectly in your palm 
while bringing you its 
healing of forgiveness and 
love. Many uses for palm 
stones in various massage 
techniques as well as in 

  Rose Quartz palm stone

GPSRQ$8.95

Rose Quartz polished palm 
stone, fi ts comfortably and 
soothing into your palm, 
each gemstone has it’s own 
beautiful individual colors 
and characteristics. Ap-
proximate size 1” x 1 3/4” 

  Ruby Zoisite palm stone

GPSRUBZ$19.95

Whether you are using this 
stone for crystal healing, 
meditation, or just for the 
comfort these stones will 
fi t perfectly in your palm. 
You may not want to put 
this Ruby Zoisite down 

  

Sunstone palm stone

GPSSUN$15.95

The masculine energy of the 
sun will shine down in your 
palm when you hold this 
stone. Sunstone is said to 
help with creativity and is 
great for healing your sacral 
chakra.

  Tourmaline, Black palm stone

GPSTOUB$15.95

All the powers of Black 
Tourmaline in the palm of 
your hand. Black tourma-
line is known for being a 
protective stone. Put your 
boundaries up with this 
great palm stone.

  Tourmaline W Quartz palm stone

GPSTOUQ$20.95

This energy purifying 
palm stone will keep your 
chakras and negative 
thoughts nice and clean. Fits 
comfortably as a protector 
in your palm.

  

Agate, Banded worry stone

GWAGAB$3.95

Made of banded agate, this 
worry stone is intended to 
be held and rubbed between 
the index fi nger and the 
thumb to help reduce worry 
and anxiety. Each one is 
unique and sold singly. Our 

  Amethyst worry stone

GWAME$3.95

Sculpted of amethyst in this 
case, a worry stone is part 
of a tradition originating 
in Ancient Greece. Rub it 
while cupping it in your 
hand to help your worries 
ease. 1 - 1 3/4”

  Angelite worry stone

GWANG$4.95

Angels will be close by 
when you have this worry 
stone on you. Keep this 
powerful little piece in your 
pocket for times of stress, 
worry, & anxiety. Rub the 
smooth texture surface 

  

Green Aventurine worry stone

GWAVE$3.50

A smooth, polished aven-
turine stone, this is an oval 
shaped worry stone created 
in the traditions of the An-
cient Greeks. With a slight 
curve and a thumb-sized 
indentation, it fi ts comfort-

  Black Agate worry stone

GWBA$2.95

Sculpted of black agate in 
this case, a worry stone is 
part of a tradition originat-
ing in Ancient Greece. Rub 
it while cupping it in your 
hand to help your worries 
ease. 1 - 1 3/4”

  Blue Onyx worrystone

GWBLU$3.95

A wonderful grab bag 
random pick of Blue Onyx 
tumbled worry stones. Each 
stone is unique in size, color 
and pattern.  1 - 1 3/4”

  

Black Obsidian worry stone

GWBOBS$4.95

This worry stone, carved 
from the beloved black 
obsidian, follows the 
traditions born in Ancient 
Greece. Held in your hand, 
it is traditionally rubbed 
with the thumb to help re-

  Bone Worry stone

GWBON$2.50

Held between the index fi n-
ger and thumb, this worry 
“stone” has been carved 
from polished bone. Rub 
it while holding it in your 
palm, and focusing on your 
worries to help them go 

  Chevron Amethyst Worry stone

GWCAME$7.95

This worry stone, carved 
from the beloved chev-
ron amethyst, follows the 
traditions born in Ancient 
Greece. Held in your hand, 
it is traditionally rubbed 
with the thumb to help 

  

Epidote worry stone

GWEPI$4.95

Epidote is unique in that 
it works with what you 
already have within you. 
Keeping this stone in your 
pocket and rubbing it with 
your fi ngers along its sur-
face, may help to bring out 

  Fluorite worry stone

GWFLU$8.95

A pocket sized worry stone 
carved from Fluorite and 
highly polished with a 
slight depression on side for 
a worrying fi nger tub trace. 
Random selection from a 
wide variety of color & frac-

  Moss Agate worry stone

GWMA$3.95

Carved from the beauti-
ful moss agate, this worry 
stone carries on the tradi-
tions originating in Ancient 
Greece. Hold it in your 
palm and rub it with your 
thumb to help ease your 

  

Moonstone worry stone

GWMOO$3.95

This worry stone, carved 
from the beloved moon-
stone, follows the traditions 
born in Ancient Greece. 
Held in your hand, it is 
traditionally rubbed with 
the thumb to help relieve 

  Jasper Worry stone

GWOR$3.95

A smooth, polished jasper 
stone, this is an oval shaped 
worry stone created in the 
traditions of the Ancient 
Greeks, where it was 
rubbed in one’s hand to 
help chase away worries. 

  Pyrite worry stone

GWPYR$4.95

A carved and polished 
worry stone made from 
Pyrite. Sizes may vary from 
the average of 1 1/4” x 1” 
x 3/8”
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Quartz Worry stone

GWQTZ$3.95

Made of quartz, this worry 
stone is intended to be held 
and rubbed between the 
index fi nger and the thumb 
to help reduce worry and 
anxiety. 1 - 1 3/4”

  Red Jasper Worry stone

GWRJAS$3.95

This worry stone, carved 
from the beloved red jasper, 
follows the traditions born 
in Ancient Greece. Held in 
your hand, it is traditionally 
rubbed with the thumb to 
help relieve worries. Shapes 

  Rose Quartz worry stone

GWROQ$3.95

Sculpted of rose quartz in 
this case, a worry stone is 
part of a tradition originat-
ing in Ancient Greece. Rub 
it while cupping it in your 
hand to help your worries 
ease. 1 - 1 3/4”

  

Selenite worry stone

GWSELWS$4.95

Selenite famous for its shim-
mering translucent stria-
tions as a worry stone. Use 
for meditation or to clear 
and calm the mind. 1 1/2”

  Yellow Topaz worry stone

GWTOPY$2.95

A carved and polished 
worry stone made from Yel-
low Topaz. Sizes may vary 
from the average of 1 1/4” x 
1” x 3/8”

  Unakite worry stone

GWUNA$3.95

A carved and polished 
worry stone made from 
Unakite. Sizes may vary 
from the average of 1 1/4” x 
1” x 3/8”

  

various worry stone

GWVAR$2.95

A variety of worry stones 
chosen at random by us. 
Perfect pocket stone to use 
as a meditation focus you 
can carry anywhere. Your 
stone will be randomly 
chosen from available stock. 

  Word worry stone

GWWOR$5.95

These stones have an array 
of colors, they are engraved 
with several motivational 
and inspirational words, 
such as Breathe, Namaste, 
Love, Prosperity, Blessed 
Be, Protection, Peace, 

    

  

  
  

  

Stone Crafts & 
Arrowheads

  
  7”+ Natural Agate slice

GAGA7$49.95

Beautiful large natural 
Agate slices. Each piece is 
unique and will provide 
banded layers and eye 
catching inclusions. Perfect 
fl at plate for all your special 
belongings.

  Arrowhead 1”- 1.5” stone

GAS1$0.95

One of the original tools for 
hunting, the stone arrow-
head is a powerful symbol 
of the hunter, and they have 
been used for centuries by 
all people who live close to 
the earth.  1”-1.5”

  

3/4” Magnetic Hematite balls 10 pair

GBHM20$13.95

Used for balance and 
protection, and sometimes 
charged for spell work and 
kept in a pocket or pouch 
until they break, hematite 
balls can be a wonderful 
addition to your magical 

  1” Magnetic Hematite balls 10 pair

GBHM25$14.95

Used for balance and 
protection, and sometimes 
charged for spell work and 
kept in a pocket or pouch 
until they break, hematite 
balls can be a wonderful 
addition to your magical 

  Chakra set

GCHAS$13.95

A pocket size set of 3/4” 
Chakra mediation stones 
in a 2” x 3” drawstring 
pouch. Man made stones 
and pouch will vary in size, 
color & pattern and are 
randomly chosen.

  

Desert Rose

GDESR$1.95

Created over millions of 
years, through the process 
of evaporation, a Desert 
Rose is a “fl ower” of Sel-
enite and Barite, that can be 
carried for protection and 
energetic use.  Set contains 1 

  60mm Magnetic Hematite Oval pair

GHEMM$2.95

Absorb negative energy 
with this pair of Pair of 
tumbled magnetic Hematite 
oval. Magnetic Therapy has 
been around since ancient 
times, may also be known 
as, Rattlesnake Eggs, and 

  60mm Rainbow Magnetic Hematite Oval pair

GHEMR$6.95

Absorb negative energy 
with this pair of pair of 
tumbled oval magnetic He-
matite. Magnetic Therapy 
has been around since an-
cient times, and may also be 
known as, Rattlesnake Eggs, 

  

Shungite merkabah

GMSHU$37.95

Merkabah and chariot 
magic is over 2000 years 
old. Shungite adds more 
attributes to the shape from 
its own lore. Whether you 
want this 8 pointed item 
for ancient magic or as a 

    

  

  
    

Bulk Tumbled 
Stones
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1 lb Agate, Moss tumbled chips

GCTAGAMB$13.95

Moss Agate is a grounding 
stone and the colors will 
remind you of nature. A va-
riety of sizes and shapes in 
this supportive bag of chips. 
Use these in a number of 
creative endeavors.

  1 lb Amethyst tumbled chips

GCTAMEB$14.95

When you use these Am-
ethyst chips in your next 
arts and crafts project, you 
are sure to receive the ener-
getic benefi ts along with the 
beauty. Use these chips in a 
variety of ways or use them 

  1 lb Amethyst, Chevron tumbled chips

GCTAMECB$14.95

This 1lb bag of various 
sized Chevron Amethyst 
chips and offers many uses 
and power. Use them in oil 
bottles, vases, bowls, or in 
a variety of craft projects or 
anywhere you need help 

  

1 lb Aquamarine tumbled chips

GCTAQUB$61.95

Aquamarine is said help 
promote clear communica-
tion. These beautiful chips 
may be used in a variety 
of creative projects or try 
them in your favorite oils to 
charge them.

  1 lb Fluorite tumbled chips

GCTFLUB$14.95

This 1lb bag of beautiful 
Fluorite chips will bring 
your next project to life. 
Fluorite is said to energize 
all of the chakras. Use these 
chips in a variety of creative 
ways or use them in your 

  1 lb Garnet tumbled chips

GCTGARB$18.95

Garnet is said to help you 
feel grounded and connect-
ed to the present moment. 
Use this beautiful bag of 
small Garnet chips in a va-
riety of creative projects or 
ideas. Great to put in your 

  

1 lb Howlite, White tumbled chips

GCTHOWWB$11.95

This is a 1lb bag of white 
Howlite chips packed with 
a lot of power in each little 
piece. Howlite is a lovey 
stone that aids in the reduc-
tion of stress and anxiety. 
Use these chips in many 

  1 lb Labradorite tumbled chips

GCTLABB$16.95

Bring out your magical 
powers while using these 
Labradorite chips. Many 
great uses for these little 
beauties, including plants, 
for charging bottles, jewelry 
making, and many more 

  1 lb Lapis tumbled chips

GCTLAPB$34.95

Lapis is said to awaken our 
divine purpose and you 
might just do that with this 
beautiful bag of Lapis chips. 
Use these beauties in a vari-
ety of creative ways as well 
as for charging oils.

  

1 lb Malachite tumbled chips

GCTMALB$58.95

Open your Third Eye up 
when you use these power-
ful pieces in your next proj-
ect. Malachite has wonder-
ful healing properties and 
its beauty may inspire you 
in a variety of ways.

  1 lb Mookaite tumbled chips

GCTMOOKB$14.95

Let your creative spark take 
off with this beautiful bag of 
Mookaite chips. Mookaite 
is said to help move you 
forward on life’s journey. 
Great for a variety of proj-
ects or use them to charge 

  1 lb Moonstone tumbled chips

GCTMOONB$18.95

Feel calm as well as stable in 
this powerful bag of Moon-
stone chips. Can be used in 
a variety of arts and crafts 
projects including jewelry 
making, oil bottle charging, 
and much more.

  

1 lb Obsidian, Black tumbled chips

GCTOBSBB$14.95

You will fi nd many ways to 
use these grounding Black 
Obsidian chips. Anywhere 
you can use a little help 
with growth and protection. 
Great for creative projects or 
try them in your oil bottles 

  1 lb Opal, Pink tumbled chips

GCTOPAPB$29.95

Pink Opal is a powerful 
crystal and you will feel 
it throughout this bag of 
chips. The beautiful colors 
will surely keep your heart 
chakra peaceful. Chips of 
various sizes and shapes 

  1 lb Obsidian, Black tumbled chips

GCTOPSBB$14.95

You will fi nd many ways to 
use these grounding Black 
Obsidian chips. Anywhere 
you can use a little help 
with growth and protection. 
Great for creative projects or 
try them in your oil bottles 

  

1 lb Peridot tumbled chips

GCTPERB$25.95

This is a 1lb bag of very 
small yet powerful Peridot 
chips. With this stone of 
compassion your next arts 
and crafts project will be 
charged with good energy. 
Maybe used in a variety 

  1 lb Prehnite, Green tumbled chips

GCTPREGB$14.95

You will feel the healing 
energy in this 1lb bag of 
Prehnite chips. Bring beauty 
and healing to any creative 
project when you use these 
chips in it. Also great to use 
in oils to charge them.

  1 lb Qtz, Black Rutilated tumbled chips

GCTQZBRB$21.95

Black Rutilated Quartz 
gives you the best of both 
worlds combining Quartz 
Crystal and Black Tour-
maline. Your next creative 
project will not only be 
beautiful but you will feel 

  

1 lb Qtz, Rutilated tumbled chips

GCTQZRB$42.95

Beautiful Quartz chips with 
the needle-like Rutile inclu-
sions as well as a variety 
of clear pieces. Bring out 
what’s in your soul for your 
next arts and crafts project 
with these little powerful 

  1 lb Qtz, Strawberry tumbled chips

GCTQZSB$20.95

The energetic healing pow-
ers of Strawberry Quartz 
will radiate outward all 
around it. That’s what 
makes these chips a great 
addition to any creative 
endeavor.

  1 lb Rose Qtz tumbled chips

GCTRQB$16.95

This beautiful bag of uncon-
ditional love is waiting your 
creative project ideas. Rose 
Quartz is said to open your 
heart chakra and keep it 
clean and clear.
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1 lb Sunstone tumbled chips

GCTSUNB$17.95

Your next creative project 
will come to life using these 
Sunstone chips. Sunstone is 
not only great for creativity 
it also may bring out your 
sensuality. Use these chips 
in a variety of ways or try 

  1 lb Super 7 tumbled chips

GCTSUPB$49.95

Super 7 consists of seven 
different powerful stones 
found together. Many great 
benefi ts packed into these 
pretty little chips. This is 
a 1lb bag sold by weight 
only and may consist of 

  1 lb Tiger Eye tumbled chips

GCTTEB$13.95

Set yourself free from nega-
tive thoughts with this 1lb 
bag of Tiger Eye chips. You 
just may fi nd inspiration 
on your next arts and craft 
project with this bag of 
chips.

  

1 lb Tourmaline, Black tumbled chips

GCTTOUBB$26.95

Black Tourmaline chips can 
be used in a variety of ways. 
Harness the protective 
energy and security within 
these small chips in your 
next project.

  1 lb Tourmaline, Rainbow tumbled chips

GCTTOURB$33.95

Rainbow Tourmaline is 
said to be a magical stone 
and here we have chips for 
many art & craft projects. 
Rainbow tourmaline is full 
of many wonderful colors 
and just may help you with 

  1 lb Zoisite, Ruby tumbled chips

GCTZOSRB$19.95

Ruby Zoisite will aid in 
connecting your heart and 
mind. Use these chips in a 
variety of creative ways to 
bring this loving energy to 
anything you do.

  

1 lb African Turquoise tumbled

GTAFRTB$36.95

African Turquoise, also 
known as The Stone of 
Evolution, encourages 
growth, development and 
positive change into your 
life. As a passively worn or 
carried piece it can subtly 

  1 lb Agate, Botswana tumbled

GTAGABB$48.95

Botswana Agate, is be-
lieved to remove doubt, 
create tranquility, change 
in positive ways, it is a 
comforting stone with many 
positive properties, also 
known to help overcome 

  1 lb Amazonite tumbled

GTAMAB$14.95

Believed to help encourage 
self determination, balance 
and calm moods, and lift 
spirits. Amazonite makes 
a fantastic stone to keep on 
your person or altar to help 
bring these effects into your 

  

1 lb Amethyst tumbled

GTAMEB$23.95

Known as a stone of the 
mind, Amethyst brings 
calmness and clarity where 
there is anxiety and confu-
sion. It will help you learn 
of all things spiritual, mysti-
cal and psychic. It can also 

  1 lb Ametrine tumbled

GTAMETB$43.95

Ametrine is a very rare 
crystal coming from less 
than a handful of mines 
worldwide. It is a quartz 
based crystal in which 
Amethyst and Citrine have 
formed within the same 

  1 lb Angelite tumbled

GTANGB$45.95

This stone is formed from 
celestite that has been com-
pressed for many millions 
of years. Angelite is a stone 
of heightened awareness, 
with special focus on peace 
and brotherhood. It gives 

  

1 lb Apatite tumbled

GTAPAB$48.95

Apatite is a powerful aid 
in developing psychic 
abilities and strength as 
well as helping to open and 
focus your third eye and 
throat chakras to aid in the 
reception of visions and the 

  1 lb Aquamarine tumbled (small)

GTAQUB$26.95

Considered to be the stone 
of eternal youth and happi-
ness. A sailors talisman of 
good luck, and a treasure of 
mermaids. Aquamarine em-
bodies all things connected 
to the sea, as well as those 

  1 lb Aragonite tumbled

GTARAGB$26.95

Aragonite forms as long 
interwoven 6 sided prisms 
which all grow from a com-
mon center point; which 
gives the clusters a distinc-
tive look and the nickname 
“sputniks”. Use these 

  

1 lb Aragonite, Green tumbled

GTARAGGB$42.95

Aragonite is attuned to 
Earth Goddess, the green 
earth stone, it is an earth 
element stone, a ground-
ing stone. Aragonite aids in 
concentration, and brings 
tolerance and fl exibility 

  1 lb Asterite Serpentine tumbled

GTASTB$29.95

The appearance of a serpen-
tine is like that of a snake, 
hence it is named so.  There 
is also an ancient belief as-
sociated with it which states 
that it provides protection 
from snakes and its venom.  

  1 lb Axinite tumbled

GTAXIB$13.95

These beautiful tumbled 
stones show polished for-
mations of Axinite crystal, 
a wonderful crystal that can 
be used to ground energy 
and help transform negative 
energies into positive. Sold 

  

1 lb Banded Agate tumbled

GTBANAB$11.95

Banded Agate has long 
been associated with Fire 
and energy and in magi-
cal practices is often used 
to help restore the body’s 
natural energies and to ease 
stressful situations. Sold by 

  1 lb Blue Adventurine tumbled

GTBAVB$14.95

Bring good luck to your life, 
and pleasant dreams, even 
as the power of Blue Aven-
turine helps ease anxiety 
and calm emotion in those 
who carry it with them.  
Sold by approximate weight 

  1 lb Blue Chalcedony tumbled

GTBCHAB$25.95

Blue Chalcedony is a stone 
of calming energy. It is 
often used in meditations, 
ritual and spell work for 
this purpose. It is a very 
useful stone for centering 
and grounding.
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1 lb Blue Goldstone tumbled

GTBGOB$52.95

Blue Goldstone is one of 
the few synthetic stones 
used in energy work and 
magic. Blue Goldstone is a 
good defl ector of unwanted 
energies, and is highly 
regarded in the spirit realm 

  1 lb Black Onyx tumbled

GTBLAOB$13.95

Black onyx enhances stead-
fastness, determination, and 
is a potent stone for ground-
ing. Black Onyx offers you 
a great way to help keep on 
task and balanced within 
your life. Sold by approxi-

  1 lb Bloodstone (Seftonite) tumbled

GTBLOB$19.95

Seftonite is the name given 
to Bloodstone from Africa. 
Seftonite is a grounding, 
protecting stone with a 
variety of colors through-
out. Beautiful and powerful 
stone.

  

1 lb Calcite, Coke tumbled

GTCALCB$24.95

Coke Calcite tumbled 
stones, have rich deep 
warming colors.  Calcite 
gemstone are believed to 
help you let go of the past, 
and move into the future. 
Also believed to assist with 

  1 lb Calcite, Green tumbled

GTCALGB$32.95

Calcite gemstone are 
believed to help you let go 
of the past, and move into 
the future. Also believed 
to assist with emotional 
healing, stimulate fl ow of 
energy, as well as release 

  1 lb Calcite, Orange tumbled

GTCALOB$14.95

Orange Calcite is a wonder-
ful stone for healing and 
magic, where it is believed 
to be a powerful stone of 
protection and grounding, 
that can yet help empower 
your energy within your 

  

1 lb Calcite, Red tumbled

GTCALRB$24.95

Calcite gemstone are 
believed to help you let go 
of the past, and move into 
the future. Also believed 
to assist with emotional 
healing, stimulate fl ow of 
energy, as well as release 

  1 lb Calcite, White tumbled

GTCALWB$22.95

White Calcite has multiple 
metaphysical properties 
and is said to amplify and 
cleanse the environment. 
May also be used to restore 
motivation and accelerate 
growth. 1lb of tumbled 

  1 lb Chevron Amethyst tumbled

GTCAMB$30.95

Chevron Amethyst is 
formed where veins of 
white quartz and amethyst 
have formed together in the 
rock. This stone tends to 
combine the enhancing and 
purifying qualities of quartz 

  

1 lb Carnelian tumbled

GTCARB$17.95

Used for focusing, realiza-
tion, and self-actualization, 
Carnelian stimulates the 
mind. This makes it a 
wonderful addition to spells 
of seeking ambition, focus, 
and decision making. Sold 

  1 lb Chalcedony tumbled

GTCHAB$18.95

Chalcedony is believed to 
absorb negative energies 
and promote harmonious 
emotions. Also believed 
to be soothing and calm-
ing and great for promot-
ing peace, joy, cleansing, 

  1 lb Chrysocolla tumbled

GTCHYB$109.95

Chrysocolla is a stone of 
communication devoted to 
expression, speech, em-
powerment and teaching. 
The serenity of its turquoise 
color calms, and allows 
truth and inner wisdom to 

  

1 lb Citrine tumbled

GTCITB$25.95

A beautiful stone that 
somewhat resembles topaz, 
Citrine possesses a golden, 
translucent quality that is 
popular in jewelry as well 
as a wonderful positive 
energy for magical and 

  1 lb Dalmatian tumbled

GTDALB$13.95

Dalmatian stone is a power-
ful stone of Alchemy and 
therefore a useful tool for 
change and encouraging 
investigation and truth 
seeking. Made primarily of 
feldspar and quartz it is a 

  1 lb Desert Sunset tumbled

GTDESSB$37.95

Dessert Sunset Jasper, is be-
lieved to bring good fortune 
and stabilize one’s own 
personal energy with help 
in grounding oneself. It is 
also believed to be a crystal 
of gentleness, relaxation 

  

1 lb Dumortierite tumbled

GTDUMB$24.95

Dumortierite is a stone of 
the mind and of confi dence. 
It is a stone whose energies 
tap into and strengthen 
the bearer’s mental acuity 
and memory - especially in 
those areas related to Math 

  1 lb Deep Blue electroplated tumbled

GTEBLUB$63.95

Deep blue electroplated. 
Each gemstone, has their 
own unique colors patterns, 
beauty and faults. sold 
by approximate weight, 
not size, count or shape of 
stone.

  1 lb Gold  AB electroplated tumbled

GTEGOLB$63.95

Gold electroplated tumbled 
stone. Each gemstone, has 
their own unique col-
ors patterns, beauty and 
faults. sold by approximate 
weight, not size or shape of 
stone.

  

1 lb Emerald tumbled

GTEMEB$17.95

These tumbled stones 
display swirls of green, 
mingled with veins of black, 
grey and white, portraying 
the precious stone mingled 
with its impurities as it is 
found in nature. Highly 

  1 lb Epidote tumbled

GTEPIB$38.95

Epidote, is believed to have 
energies to aid you to have 
courage, to let go of what 
is holding you back from 
living life’s dreams. It has 
strong vibrations aiding 
you to attune to spirit, and 

  1 lb Black Rainbow electroplated tumbled

GTERAIB$63.95

Black Rainbow electroplat-
ed. Each gemstone, has their 
own unique colors patterns, 
beauty and faults. sold 
by approximate weight, 
not size, count or shape of 
stone.
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1 lb Turquoise electroplated tumbled

GTETURB$63.95

Turquoise electroplated. 
Each gemstone, has their 
own unique colors patterns, 
beauty and faults. sold 
by approximate weight, 
not size, count or shape of 
stone.

  1 lb Fluorite tumbled

GTFLUB$35.95

In crystal healing and magi-
cal practice, Fluorite is com-
monly used to ground over-
abundant energy. These 
beautiful violet and green 
stones can also be used 
to help you cleanse and 

  1 lb Rainbow Fluorite tumbled

GTFLURB$33.95

In crystal healing and magi-
cal practice, Fluorite is com-
monly used to ground over-
abundant energy. These 
beautiful violet and green 
stones can also be used 
to help you cleanse and 

  

1 lb Garnet tumbled

GTGARB$23.95

This red stone is most com-
monly utilized in simple 
decoration or protective 
magic. Garnet can also be 
used to fi nd a little boost in 
energy when you need it, 
or represent the element of 

  1 lb Green Adventurine tumbled

GTGAVB$14.95

Bring good luck to your 
life, and pleasant dreams, 
even as the power of Green 
Aventurine helps ease 
anxiety and calm emotion 
in those who carry it with 
them.  Sold by approximate 

  1 lb Green Goldstone tumbled

GTGGOB$55.95

Green Gold Stone is a 
stone of prosperity and of 
drawing wealth in but also 
a stone for protecting one’s 
treasures. The stone appears 
almost black at fi rst look 
with barely visible sparkles 

  

1 lb Grossularite tumbled

GTGROB$48.95

Grossularite is also known 
as Green Garnet the stone of 
Health. Many great benefi ts 
packed into one beautiful 
stone. Sold by weight only.

  1 lb Hematoid tumbled

GTHEAB$23.95

Hematoid quartz is believed 
to be a calming stone for the 
mind, an enhancer for the 
memory, to help aid in clar-
ity, and control stress. Also 
a grounding and protecting 
stone, as well as a stone for 

  1 lb Hematite tumbled

GTHEMB$15.95

Beautiful, and often used in 
jewelry, tumbled hematite 
has a metallic grey-black 
coloring, and is highly 
prized for its ability to help 
ground energy, balance 
fl ows of energy, and help 

  

1 lb Hiddenite tumbled

GTHIDB$27.95

Hiddenite is a variety of 
Spodumene that can vary 
from creamy white to pale 
green and even an almost 
emerald green. Coming 
in widely varied shades 
from through whites and 

  1 lb Howlite, White tumbled

GTHOWWB$29.95

White Howlite tumbled 
stone is a calming stone, de-
creases an overactive mind 
and can assist with medi-
tation. Howlite prepares 
the mind to receive insight 
and wisdom and heighten 

  1 lb Hypersthene tumbled

GTHYPB$52.95

Boost your psychic gifts 
and open up your psychic 
visions with Hypersthene. 
You may just get those 
answers to those important 
questions with this magical 
stone in your pocket. Sold 

  

1 lb Iolite tumbled

GTIOLB$79.95

Also known as “water 
sapphire”, or  dichorite 
“two-colored rock”. Iolite 
is  believed to have mul-
tiple healing and spiritual 
properties, and is consid-
ered a vision stone. Varies 

  1 lb Jasper, Dragon Blood tumbled

GTJASDB$43.95

Jasper, Dragon Blood Stone 
is thought to promote pa-
tience and stimulate percep-
tion and personal power. 
It is believed to “dissolve” 
sadness or sorrow, self-pity, 
grief, and is thought to dis-

  1 lb Jasper Fancy tumbled

GTJASFB$9.95

Known as a stone of protec-
tion, Jasper is believed to 
aid in driving away evil. 
It can also aid in stabiliz-
ing your energy and aura, 
making it quite useful in 
grounding or astral projec-

  

1 lb Jasper, Green Leopard tumbled

GTJASGLSB$28.95

Leopard Jasper is believed 
to be associated with vital-
ity and strength, as well 
as attracting harmonious 
vibrations to ones existence. 
Also known as the Jaguar 
Stone. It is believed to carry 

  1 lb Jasper, Kambaba tumbled

GTJASKB$27.95

Kambaba Jasper is a stone 
of Peace and Tranquility, 
imbued with the nourish-
ing green energy of Nature. 
Its dark mystic circles and 
deep green swirls comforts 
and protects, calms and 

  1 lb Jasper, Ocean tumbled

GTJASOB$29.95

Known as a stone of protec-
tion, Jasper is believed to 
aid in driving away evil. 
It can also aid in stabiliz-
ing your energy and aura, 
making it quite useful in 
grounding or astral projec-

  

1 lb Jasper Red tumbled

GTJASRB$13.95

Jasper is known as a stone 
of protection, driving away 
evil and guarding you 
throughout the day. It can 
be used to stabilize your 
personal energy and aura, 
especially during astral 

  1 lb Jasper, Walnut tumbled

GTJASWB$22.95

Carrying this stone on you 
is said to be extremely nur-
turing and will help remind 
us to be nurturing to others. 
Many positive metaphysi-
cal effects this stone has to 
offer. Beautiful patterns will 

  1 lb Jasper Zebra tumbled

GTJASZB$24.95

A 1lb. selection of our Tum-
bled Zebra Jasper Stones. 
Sold by approximate weight 
- not stone size or count.
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1 lb Jet tumbled

GTJETB$63.95

Jet is considered to be a 
stone of sympathy and of 
healing grief. It is a brilliant 
absorber of negative en-
ergy and as such should be 
frequently cleansed of the 
acquired negative energy 

  1 lb K2 tumbled

GTK2B$77.95

The rare K2 Stone, also 
known as Afghanite. Pre-
pare for a mind-bending 
journey when you incor-
porate the K2 crystal into 
your ritual practices. Like 
a magical Faberge egg 

  1 lb Kyanite Green tumbled

GTKYAGB$104.95

Kyanite is among the few 
crystals that are known 
for never needing to be 
purifi ed or cleansed, for 
it simply does not accu-
mulate or store negative 
energy. Radiating positive 

  

1 lb Labradorite tumbled

GTLABB$38.95

According to an Eskimo 
legend, the Northern Lights 
were once imprisoned in 
the rocks along the coast of 
Labrador. It is told that a 
wandering Eskimo warrior 
found them and was able to 

  1 lb Lapis tumbled

GTLAPB$106.95

Lapis is a beautiful stone, 
whose cobalt blue coloring 
is beautifully shown off 
when tumbled, along with 
an inner quality that makes 
it appear as though the 
piece has been sprinkled in 

  1 lb Larvikite tumbled

GTLARB$21.95

Larvikite is said to be a 
protective grounding stone. 
It will aid you in removing 
toxins and negative energy 
and keep the positive en-
ergy fl owing. This is a 1lb 
bag of Larvikite by weight 

  

1 lb Lava tumbled

GTLAVB$23.95

Lava or Basalt as it is often 
called is the result of an 
ancient volcanic eruption 
where fi re from deep in the 
earth was thrust up through 
rock and earth to be hurled 
through the air and gently 

  1 lb Lepidolite tumbled

GTLEPB$21.95

Lepidolite is a lithium-mica. 
It is high in lithium and 
was originally mined for 
the mineral. Solid lavender 
to soft pink, dull, sparkly. 
Calms and relaxes. Gently 
eases intensity of feelings, 

  1 lb Mangano Calcite tumbled

GTMAGB$83.95

Mangano calcite (pink 
calcite) is a heart crystal. 
It is also associated with 
angels. It is a soft stone 
of forgiveness that brings 
unconditional love. Man-
gano Calcite can be used 

  

1 lb Malachite tumbled

GTMALB$76.95

A 1lb. random selection of 
tumbled Malachite stones. 
Great for magic or crafts. 
Sold by approximate weight 
- not stone size or count.

  1 lb Red Malachite tumbled

GTMALRB$19.95

Also known as red banded 
Jasper: Red is the color 
of energy, courage and 
passion. When blended 
with Malachite the natu-
ral properties of the stone 
blend fl awlessly with the 

  1 lb Magnetic Hematite stones

GTMHEMB$8.95

These magnetic tumbled 
Hematite stones have been 
magnetized, leaving them 
attracted to metal (and each 
other!) with the tenacity of a 
strong refrigerator magnet. 
Use them in your healing 

  

1 lb Magnetic Rainbow Hematite stones

GTMHEMRB$14.95

These magnetic tumbled 
Hematite stones have been 
magnetized, leaving them 
attracted to metal (and each 
other!) with the tenacity of a 
strong refrigerator magnet. 
Use them in your healing 

  1 lb Mixed tumbled

GTMIXB$11.95

Offering 1 lb of mixed 
tumbled stones and crystals, 
this is a wonderful collec-
tion for anyone who simply 
adores exploring using the 
energy of stones, offering 
a wide selection at great 

  1 lb Mookaite tumbled

GTMOKB$26.95

Mookaite is a form of the 
Jasper family and is found 
in Western Australia, it’s 
namesake comes from 
the Mooka Creek where 
it is found. It has a many 
attributes, including being 

  

1 lb Moonstone tumbled

GTMOOB$38.95

Moonstone is known for 
its ability to calm energy, 
strengthen intuition, en-
hance psychic abilities and 
bring balance to all things. It 
is also often used to invoke 
the feminine energies of the 

  1 lb Rainbow Moonstone tumbled

GTMOORB$91.95

Known for their calm, 
soothing energy, these 
tumbled, rainbow moon-
stone stones are great for 
helping to fi nd balance and 
harmony. You may also 
use them within your wish 

  1 lb Moss Agate tumbled

GTMOSAB$12.95

Moss Agate has long been 
used in various magical 
traditions for attuning to the 
natural world and for en-
hancing qualities of tenacity 
and steady progress. Sold 
by approximate weight - not 

  

1 lb Nephrite Jade tumbled

GTNEPB$26.95

Nephrite is a type of Jade 
and has ancient uses as a 
stone used to attract love. 
Carved into a butterfl y, in 
China it is a powerful sym-
bol used to draw love. As a 
green stone it is also used 

  1 lb Nuummite tumbled

GTNUMB$69.95

Nuummite has gained a 
reputation in metaphysi-
cal circles as the stone of 
sorcery. It is considered 
to be an extremely protec-
tive stone to the wearer; 
as it is said to refl ect and 

  1 lb Obsidian, Black tumbled

GTOBSB$19.95

Obsidian is a naturally cre-
ated glass. It is formed form 
volcanic lava which cooled 
too quickly for signifi cant 
crystallization to occur. It 
is colored by the presence 
of titanium, iron or man-
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1 lb Obsidian, Blue tumbled (synthetic)

GTOBSBLB$25.95

This is a synthetic version 
of Blue obsidian also has 
infl uences from the mother 
goddess, water, mystery 
and ancestors. Sold by 
approximate weight - not 
stone size or count.

  1 lb Onyx, Blue tumbled

GTONYBLB$25.95

Blue Onyx is a strength 
giving stone. By aiding with 
stress and helping to bring 
balance that will increase 
your happiness and help 
you fi nd contentment in life.

  1 lb Onyx, Green tumbled

GTONYGB$25.95

This stone is associated with 
the planet Mercury, and is 
ideal for people born under 
the zodiac signs of Gemini 
and Virgo. The Green Onyx 
gemstone is recommended 
for those who are looking to 

  

1 lb Opal, Pink tumbled

GTOPAPB$94.95

Pink opal, also known as 
the “stone of renewal”, fi ll 
your aura with peaceful en-
ergies, and tranquility with 
this pink tumbled opal. It 
is a powerful crystal for 
emotional balance and heal-

  1 lb Opalite tumbled

GTOPOB$47.95

Opalite is a delicate clear 
or milky iridescent stone, 
which when placed on the 
Crown Chakra in medita-
tion is said to enhance 
psychic abilities and induce 
visions.  In healing Opalite 

  1 lb Petrifi ed Wood tumbled

GTPETWB$32.95

Petrifi ed Wood is an 
extremely grounding and 
protecting stone. It is said 
to calm the nerves and fears 
and to encourage feelings 
of well-being, safety and se-
curity. It is a good stone for 

  

1 lb Prehnite w Epidote tumbled

GTPRERB$53.95

Prehnite is said to “Heal 
the Healer” and is known 
for universal trust, it is also 
believed to clear toxins 
from the body, and bal-
ance the meridians, among 
other attributes. Epidote is 

  1 lb Pyrite tumbled

GTPYRB$47.95

This packet of  tumbled 
pyrite is quite useful in 
spells and rituals of money 
drawing, helping you bring 
prosperity to the home, 
business, and your personal 
life. The stones vary in size 

  1 lb Pyrite, Black tumbled

GTPYRBB$27.95

This packet of tumbled 
black pyrite is quite use-
ful in spells and rituals of 
money drawing, helping 
you bring prosperity to the 
home, business, and your 
personal life. The blackened 

  

1 lb Quartz, Cracked tumbled

GTQUACB$30.95

Known for being able to 
absorb and store energy, 
Naturally Cracked Quartz 
can also be used as a fi lter of 
sorts, helping to keep nega-
tive energy out while you 
channel the positive. Sold 

  1 lb Quartz tumbled

GTQZB$14.95

Known for being able to ab-
sorb and store energy, Clear 
Quartz can also be used as 
a fi lter of sorts, helping to 
keep negative energy out 
while you channel the posi-
tive. Sold by approximate 

  1 lb Red Goldstone tumbled

GTRGOB$36.95

Red Goldstone is one of the 
few synthetic stones used 
in energy work and magic. 
It’s red color comes from 
copper crystal structures in 
the stone which makes it 
an excellent transmitter of 

  

1 lb Rhodonite tumbled

GTRHOB$60.95

Rhodonite is said to be a 
great for helping to allevi-
ate stress and anxiety. It is 
also good for helping to fi nd 
restful sleep, and is used 
to cure insomnia and keep 
nightmares at bay. In magi-

  1 lb Rhyolite tumbled

GTRHYB$38.95

Rhyolite is an Igneous 
Rock that is usually seen 
in light shades of gray, 
whites, pinks and light 
browns. It can however 
contain reasonably bright to 
dark shades of green, reds, 

  1 lb Rose Quartz tumbled

GTROSB$11.95

Rose Quartz is a gentle 
and warm stone that is of 
great use in love spells. It 
is also believed to be quite 
useful in healing emotional 
wounds, and providing 
calming energies. Sold by 

  

1 lb Rutile tumbled

GTRUTB$16.95

Rutile is a stone that can 
be used for meditation and 
dreams, it can be a powerful 
aid while communicating 
with spirits, and is some-
times used for protection 
against negative emotion 

  1 lb Scolecite tumbled

GTSCOB$96.95

Scolecite enhances the heart 
chakra energies, opening 
the door to more spontane-
ous expressions of love. 
Exchanged between lovers, 
scolecite creates a heart-to-
heart connection. Scolecite 

  1 lb Serpentine tumbled

GTSERB$28.95

Serpentine makes an ex-
ceptional meditation stone. 
It helps you to fi nd inner 
peace. Serpentine was car-
ried in ancient Assyria to 
request the gods and god-
desses to provide double 

  

1 lb Snow Flake Obsidian

GTSFOB$25.95

Obsidian is a naturally cre-
ated glass. It is formed form 
volcanic lava which cooled 
too quickly for signifi cant 
crystallization to occur. It 
is colored by the presence 
of titanium, iron or man-

  1 lb Shungite tumbled

GTSHUB$80.95

Shungite is known to as-
sist in adapting to new 
situations &amp; people 
and when used ritually 
or in meditation can help 
to harmonize individual 
energy with the greater 

  1 lb Smokey Quartz tumbled

GTSMOB$14.95

Appearing as though 
smoke were captured in 
stone, Smokey Quartz is a 
beautiful crystal that offers 
a wonderful calming energy 
to those who need it.
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1 lb Sodalite tumbled

GTSODB$17.95

Sometimes mistaken for La-
pis Lazuli, Sodalite is deep 
blue with beautiful veins 
that appear like captured 
lightning. Use it in your 
healing practices to ease 
stress, anxiety, and other 

  1 lb Stromatolite tumbled

GTSTRB$38.95

One of the oldest fossils in 
the world, Stromatolite, also 
know as Sourrite, can help 
in relieving physical and 
emotional stress, helping 
to understand life lessons. 
Can also aid in patience, 

  1 lb Natural Sunstone tumbled

GTSUNB$78.95

Natural Sunstone seems to 
refl ect the golden dazzle 
of the morning sun and is 
often used as a ritual or 
meditative focus for Sun 
or Fire energy. Being of the 
gentler side of sunshine 

  

1 lb Yellow Tiger Eye tumbled

GTTIGB$32.95

Tiger Eye is a stone popular 
within magical crafts for 
grounding. Use it to help 
shed excess energies and 
fi nd balance within and 
without.

  1 lb Blue Tiger’s Eye tumbled

GTTIGBB$35.95

Tiger’s Eye is a popular 
stone for grounding., pro-
tection & energy shifting. 
Use it to help shed excess 
energies and fi nd balance 
within and without, espe-
cially when you are going 

  1 lb Red Tiger Eye tumbled

GTTIGRB$35.95

Tiger’s Eye is a popular 
stone for grounding., pro-
tection & energy shifting. 
Use it to help shed excess 
energies and fi nd balance 
within and without, espe-
cially when you are going 

  

1 lb Topaz, Natural tumbled

GTTOPB$23.95

Topaz in its natural form is 
a transparent stone. Topaz 
is believed to help establish 
a practical point of view 
when it comes to life in gen-
eral, help us in daily medi-
tation and visualization, 

  1 lb Tourmaline Black tumbled

GTTOUB$23.95

Black tourmaline is highly 
praised for its ability to ab-
sorb negative energy. In this 
way, it is often charged as a 
protective stone to be worn 
or placed around the home. 
Use it as well for ground-

  1 lb Tourmaline, Pink tumbled

GTTOUPB$38.95

Known for emotional and 
spiritual healing. A thy-
mus or heart based stone. 
Pink Tourmaline promotes 
joy, happiness, and love. 
Known to help emotions 
and moods, the passion of 

  

1 lb Unakite tumbled

GTUNAB$19.95

Unakite (or Epidote) can be 
used to draw off negative 
energy and blockage from 
the Heart Chakra. this is the 
gemstone to help you to see 
the beauty in life. It is also 
used to uncover deception. 

  1” Assorted Points (set of 12)

JFPVAR12$36.95

A set of 12 small yet power-
ful points with holes in 
them to put on your favorite 
chain or to make your own 
powerful jewelry. Each 
point carries healing prop-
erties both mentally and 

    

  

  
  

  

Raw Stones
  

  1# Ruby hexagon

G6RUBB$35.95

Chunky Rough Ruby Hexa-
gon shape, believed to lend 
strength, vitality, nobility, 
help reduce lust, and in-
crease sexual energy. Come 
in different hexagonal shape 
sizes, with natural fl aws, 

  1 lb Pyrite cubed

GCPYRB$25.95

This packet of  tumbled 
pyrite is quite useful in 
spells and rituals of money 
drawing, helping you bring 
prosperity to the home, 
business, and your personal 
life. The stones vary in size 

  

1 lb Desert Rose

GDESRB$11.95

Desert rose is the colloquial 
name given to rose-like for-
mations of crystal clusters 
of gypsum or baryte which 
include abundant sand 
grains. ... The rosette crystal 
habit tends to occur when 

  1 lb Fluorite green octahedral

GTFLUGOB$71.95

Believed to be useful in 
helping dissolve mental 
blocks, and narrow minded-
ness. Octahedron represents 
Air and is linked to the 
Heart Chakra, love and 
compassion. Believed to 

  6 Piece untumbled stones set

GU6PCS$38.95

This wonderful set provides 
you with small stone pieces 
under an 1” each with some 
pieces being chip size. Rose 
Quartz , Green Quartz, 
Crystal, Black Tourmaline, 
Sodalite, and Brazil Orange 

  

1 lb Amazonite untumbled

GUAMAB$11.95

In magical practice and 
crystal healing, raw Ama-
zonite offers a stead-fast 
energy that is great for 
developing your ability 
to let intuition guide you, 
as well as help build self 

  1 lb Amethyst untumbled

GUAMEB$11.95

These amethyst pieces are 
rough and in natural their 
state, variety of sizes and 
colors. Great for crystal 
healing, amethyst is famous 
for helping focus psychic 
and mental energies, and 

  1 lb Angelite untumbled

GUANGB$7.95

Help see the best in every-
one with the aid of Angelite, 
this natural untamable blue 
stone infused with white/
brown, is an angelic energy 
stone, that can help raise 
your vibration and bring 
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1 lb Apatite untumbled

GUAPAB$7.95

A healing stone this rough 
Apatite is raw and naturally 
untumbled. Aids in self 
expression and communica-
tion, spiritual attunement, 
future and past. Apatite, 
is a manifesting stone, it 

  1 lb Aquamarine untumbled

GUAQUB$11.95

A mix of untumbled 
Aquamarine stones. Stones 
range in size from jewelry 
sized chips to stones 1 1/2” 
Every bag is comprised 
of a random mix of size/
shape/color and your bag is 

  1 lb Aventurine, Green untumbled

GUAVEGB$5.95

Known as the Stone of Op-
portunity, believed to bring 
optimism , success, pleasant 
dreams, and good luck to 
your life,. It is also believed 
the power of Green Aventu-
rine helps ease anxiety and 

  

1 lb Black Tourmaline untumbled

GUBTB$19.95

This bulk package of black 
tourmaline raw stone offers 
you beautiful, natural crys-
talline formations of Black 
Tourmaline, wonderfully 
suited for protection and 
balance. Sold by approxi-

  1 lb Blue Calcite untumbled

GUCALBB$11.95

Blue calcite is a wonderful 
stone for healing and magic, 
where it is believed to be a 
powerful stone of protection 
and grounding, that can yet 
help empower your energy 
within your spells and ritu-

  1 lb Green Calcite untumbled

GUCALGB$10.95

Green calcite is a wonderful 
stone for healing and magic, 
where it is believed to be a 
powerful stone of protection 
and grounding, that can yet 
help empower your energy 
within your spells and ritu-

  

1 lb Honey Calcite untumbled

GUCALHB$10.95

Calcite gemstone are 
believed to help you let go 
of the past, and move into 
the future. Also believed 
to assist with emotional 
healing, stimulate fl ow of 
energy, as well as release 

  1 lb Mixed Calcite untumbled

GUCALMB$7.95

Calcite gemstone are 
believed to help you let go 
of the past, and move into 
the future. Also believed 
to assist with emotional 
healing, stimulate fl ow of 
energy, as well as release 

  1 lb Orange Calcite untumbled

GUCALOB$10.95

Orange calcite is a wonder-
ful stone for healing and 
magic, where it is believed 
to be a powerful stone of 
protection and grounding, 
that can yet help empower 
your energy within your 

  

1 lb Orchid Calcite untumbled

GUCALORB$10.95

Orchid Calcite will help you 
fi nd the energy to take on 
your tasks. Whether you 
need a boost physically or 
mentally this form of Calcite 
is your next best friend.

  1 lb Pink Calcite untumbled

GUCALPB$9.95

Pink Calcite is known to be 
a stone of well being and 
peace, it is also known to 
be very calming and help 
with healing vibrations. As 
well as enhance compas-
sion towards others, and 

  1 lb Red Calcite untumbled

GUCALRB$10.95

Calcite gemstone are 
believed to help you let go 
of the past, and move into 
the future. Also believed 
to assist with emotional 
healing, stimulate fl ow of 
energy, as well as release 

  

1 lb Chiastolite untumbled

GUCHIB$50.95

Chiastolite is a variety of 
andalusite, also knows as 
the “Cross Stone” because 
of its cross pattern of differ-
ent colors that occurs natu-
rally. Chiastolite is a stone 
of balance and harmony. 1lb 

  1 lb Emerald untumbled

GUEMEB$27.95

Emerald is traditionally 
associated with spells of 
love and money, and as 
such they can be a power-
ful addition to your love 
spells, spells of money 
drawing, and all manner of 

  1 lb Garnet untumbled

GUGARB$9.95

This red stone is most com-
monly utilized in simple 
decoration or protective 
magic. Garnet can also be 
used to fi nd a little boost in 
energy when you need it, 
or represent the element of 

  

1 lb Dark Red Garnet untumbled

GUGARRB$31.95

Garnet is believed to release 
bad karma, protective 
energy, vitality and bring-
ing order to chaos. It is also 
believed to aid with ritual 
crafts, magic and spells. It is 
symbolic of fi re, due to it’s 

  1 lb Iolite untumbled

GUIOLB$10.95

Rough Iolite from India. 
Know as the Vikings’ Com-
pass used as an aid provid-
ing you the vision to move 
physically and mentally 
from one realm to the next.

  1 lb Jasper, Fancy untumbled

GUJASFB$5.95

Fancy Jasper is an un-
tumbled stone, also referred 
to as Rainbow Jasper or 
Multi Colored Jasper, it is 
believed to be an overall 
balancing steady healer, 
especially for the overac-

  

1 lb Kyanite untumbled

GUKYAB$13.95

A beautiful crystalline 
formation with a unique, 
baby-blue coloring, Kyanite 
is among the few crystals 
that are known for never 
needing to be purifi ed or 
cleansed of negative energy. 

  1 lb Lapis untumbled

GULAPB$11.95

Lapis Lazuli is a stone of 
awareness and intuition. It 
is a stone of the mind that 
is often used to help bring 
wisdom and knowledge. In 
crystal healing, it is believed 
to help align your energies, 

  1 lb Lepidolite untumbled

GULEPB$11.95

You will feel the peaceful, 
tranquil energy the mo-
ment you hold one of these 
pieces. Visually stunning 
and sparkly. Sold by weight 
only.
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1 lb Mixed untumbled

GUMIXB$10.95

Offering 1 lb of mixed 
untumbled stone, this col-
lection is for anyone who 
simply adores exploring 
using the energy of stones 
in their raw natural form, 
offering a wide selection 

  1 lb Rainbow Moonstone untumbled

GUMOORB$15.95

Known for their calm, 
soothing energy, these 
untumbled moonstones are 
great for helping to fi nd bal-
ance and harmony. Stones 
can range from 3/4” - 2 
1/2”

  1 lb Moss Agate untumbled

GUMOSAB$9.95

This is a 1lb of rough Moss 
Agate. Known as the stone 
of abundance. Be victori-
ous in all your& endeavors 
when you have this around. 
Large pieces and sold by 
weight only.

  

1 lb Pyrite untumbled

GUPYRB$10.95

This packet of untumbled 
pyrite is quite useful in 
spells and rituals of money 
drawing, helping you bring 
prosperity to the home, 
business, and your per-
sonal life. Pyrite can also 

  1 lb Quartz untumbled

GUQZB$7.95

Raw/Natural, un-tumbled 
quartz, a stone highly 
valued for its spiritual and 
energetic qualities, known 
for being able to absorb and 
store energy. Quartz can 
also be used as a fi lter of 

  1 lb Rose Quartz untumbled

GUROSQB$10.95

Used to stimulate love 
and open the heart chakra. 
Wearing or carrying a piece 
of rose quartz is often a 
part of rituals meant to 
attract love. Also useful for 
promoting peace, happiness 

  

1 lb Ruby Zoisite untumbled

GURUBZB$9.95

This rough Ruby Zoisite 
is mined in India and is 
a magnifi cent stone with 
great beauty and power. 
Each stunning piece is dif-
ferent and with a multitude 
of loving color, sparkle, and 

  5 lb Salt Chunks

GUSAL5$10.95

A wonderful addition to 
spiritual and ritual circles. 
Some use this for love, mar-
riage, reunion, new hope, 
healing, and bright journey.  
Each piece is small enough 
to be carried in a pocket or 

  1 lb Shungite untumbled

GUSHUB$479.95

This strong healer is a popu-
lar healer. Shungite is not 
only visually stimulating 
is good to have around to 
keep your energy grounded 
and protected. 1lb bag of a 
various shapes and sizes.

  

5 lb Sodalite untumbled

GUSOD5$55.95

Sodalite raw ore. This 
unpolished stone now avail-
able in large chunks from 
the vein in the Earth has 
been cleaned and displays 
the cobalt blues and bright 
whites that permeate the 

  1 lb Tektite untumbled

GUTEKB$122.95

Tektite is believed to 
strengthen the aura and 
raise vibrations, also used 
for wisdom and knowledge. 
It is believed to enhance the 
integration of higher ener-
gies received from other 

  1 lb Topaz untumbled

GUTOPB$15.95

Topaz is a stone of trust, 
strength, protection and a 
good stone for channeling 
or holding energy meant 
to help you overcome your 
fears. Topaz can increase 
your inner vision to help 

  

  

  

  
    

Stone Hearts
  

  1 3/4” Amethyst, Chevron heart

GHAMEC2$18.95

A stone heart cut from 
Chevron Amethyst and 
then tumbled and polished 
to a high gloss. Each heart 
is different in color, pattern 
and fractures/inclusions. 
Yours is chosen by random 

  

1 3/4” Angelite heart

GHANG2$14.95

1 3/4” Angelite heart.  An-
gelite is the softest energy in 
the mineral world.  Angelite 
is both blue and white.

  1 3/4” Carnelian heart

GHCAR2$16.95

Carnelian heart. These 
stones were worn by High 
Priests and Priestesses. 
Often used to enhance pas-
sion, so what better than as 
a heart. 1 3/4”

  Heart various stones

GHEA$1.50

These whimsical pendants 
have been carved from vari-
ous stones into the shape of 
a heart. Randomly selected 
from available stock.

  

1 3/4” Fluorite heart

GHFLU2$16.95

Fluorite can be many colors. 
These hearts are no excep-
tion. From Green to purple 
to grays or translucent clear. 
Random colors our choice. 
1 3/4”

  1 3/4” Labradorite heart

GHLAB2$18.95

Labradorite heart is dark 
with simmering translucent 
color which makes this 
stone so loved. 1 3/4” A 
particularly useful stone to 
have near in places where 
interpersonal interac-

  1 3/4” Clear Quartz heart

GHQZ2$17.95

Quartz crystal hearts are 
clear to translucent, each 
has its own combination of 
inclusions and density. It is 
renowned as one of the best 
amplifi ers of energy. 1 3/4”
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1 3/4” Rose Quartz heart

GHROS2$11.95

Carved from natural Rose 
Quartz and highly polished 
the beautiful heart can serve 
as decoration or as the focus 
of your love, lust and fi del-
ity spell, ritual or mediation 
work. Rose Quartz. 1 3/4”

  2 3/4” Orange Selenite heart

GHSELO$7.95

Polished shaped orange 
selenite heart, also knows 
as “Gypsum” or the “Stone 
of the Moon”. Keep around 
your own person, or give as 
a gift, for good luck, protec-
tion and more. Selenite 

  White Selenite heart

GHSELW$4.95

Created out of a single piece 
of white selenite, these 
beautiful heart stones are 
great for any altar, home 
or sacred space. Use them 
within your crystal healing 
to help bring revitalizing 

  

  

  

  
    

Pyramids
  

  25-30mm 7 Chakra pyramid

GPY7C25$15.95

Each primary chakra color 
is displayed in layers to cre-
ate this pyramid of energy. 
Enhanced colors for better 
display and focus. 25-30mm

  

25-30mm Amethyst pyramid

GPYA$8.95

Using the potency of pyra-
mid magic with the spiritual 
properties of amethyst, this 
small pyramid can help you 
cut through confusion and 
bring clarity into your life. 
25- 30mm

  25-30mm Amazonite pyramid

GPYAMA25$7.95

25-30mm Amazonite 
pyramid. Material: Resin, 
Natural Amazonite Gem-
stones pyramid. Amazon-
ite has been prized for its 
beauty and healing powers 
for many centuries. It is 

  25-30mm Bloodstone pyramid

GPYB$11.95

Sculpted from bloodstone, 
this fi nely faceted pyramid 
is a powerful aid in energy 
work, particularly when 
using it in healing magic 
or balancing the chakras. 1 
1/4” - 1 1/2”

  

30- 35mm Black Onyx pyramid

GPYBKO30$9.95

A carved and polished 
Black Onyx pyramid. 30-
35mm

  25-30mm Black Obsidian pyramid

GPYBOS$12.95

A small but energetic focus 
carved from volcanic glass 
and highly polished. Small 
enough for the corner of 
any meditation/ritual space 
or in a desk corner. All sides 
- 1” - 1 1/4”

  25-30mm Black Tourmaline pyramid

GPYBT25$8.95

This black tourmaline 
pyramid is a powerful tool 
and is highly praised for its 
ability to absorb negative 
energy.

  

30-40mm Black Tourmaline pyramid

GPYBT30$12.95

This black tourmaline 
pyramid is a powerful tool 
and is highly praised for its 
ability to absorb negative 
energy.

  25-30mm Fluorite pyramid

GPYFLO25$13.95

Fluorite pyramids have 
great translucent qualities. 
You can almost see within. 
Can be used many ways, 
some uses are: strengthen-
ing, shielding, clarity, and 
calmness, and much more. 

  30-35mm Fluorite, Rainbow pyramid

GPYFLUR30$13.95

Fluorite pyramids have 
great translucent qualities. 
You can almost see within. 
Can be used many ways, 
some uses are: strengthen-
ing, shielding, clarity, and 
calmness, and much more. 

  

25-30mm Green Aventurine pyramid

GPYGA25$6.95

A carved and polished 
Green Aventurine pyramid. 
25-30mm

  25-30mm Garnet pyramid

GPYGAR25$11.95

Pyramid form to amplify - 
Garnet has many attributes: 
life blood of the Goddess, 
protection, clairvoyance. 
call success, visions in 
dream, and more. Revered 
by all, this stone spans all 

  25-30mm Hematite pyramid

GPYHEM25$10.95

A pyramid of carved and 
highly polished Hematite. 
25-30 mm

  

25-30mm Iolite pyramid

GPYIOL25$10.95

Iolite means violet and can 
be dark almost black purple 
to almost transparent and 
various other mixes of color 
depending on minerals in 
the vein. Each has been 
formed into a unique pyra-

  25-30mm Jasper, Red pyramid

GPYJASR25$11.95

Pyramids are a form of 
Sacred Geometry and help 
to amplify any vibration. 
Combine the power of 
Red Jasper with the Sacred 
Geometry of a Pyramid. 
Red Jasper is a very calming 

  25-30mm Labradorite pyramid

GPYLAB25$10.95

A highly polished pyramid 
of Labradorite measuring 
25-30mm square. A par-
ticularly useful stone to 
have near in places where 
interpersonal interac-
tions are likely to become 
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25-30mm Lapis pyramid

GPYLAP25$8.95

Using the potency of 
pyramid magic with the 
spiritual properties of lapis, 
this small pyramid can help 
you cut through confusion 
and bring clarity into your 
life. 25- 30mm

  30-40mm Lapis pyramid

GPYLAP30$14.95

A carved and polished 
pyramid of Lapis 30-40mm

  25-30mm Moss Agate pyramid

GPYMOSA25$9.95

25-30mm Moss Agate pyra-
mid, moss agate can be used 
to draw off negative energy 
and blockage from the Root 
Chakra and Heart Chakra.

  

25-30mm Moonstone, Rainbow pyramid

GPYMR25$9.95

Rainbow moonstone brings 
balance, harmony, hope, 
and more with it’s gentle 
calming energies. This rain-
bow moonstone pyramid, 
predominant colors are 
black and white, each 25-

  25-30mm Miriam pyramid

GPYMS$7.95

Miriam Stone (often also 
called Calligraphy or Arabic 
stone) has a unique pattern 
which resembles the elegant 
and fl owing swirls of the 
Arabic alphabet. This stone 
is formed from bone, veg-

  20-25mm Multi pyramid

GPYMUL25$9.95

20-25mm Multi Layer 
pyramid, can be used as 
a wonderful meditative 
symbol. Also help focus on 
your own personal energy 
and help keep balance 1 
1/8” wide x 1 1/8” tall, Size 

  

25-30mm Orgone Amethyst pyramid

GPYOA25$12.95

A pyramid, Orgone Am-
ethyst. 25-30 mm.  Orgone 
being an organic component 
polyester resin.

  75mm Orgone Aquamarine & Lapis pyramid

GPYOAL75$37.95

Base and height of pyramid, 
point to point is approxi-
mately 2 3/4” x . Centered 
front is the Archangel Ra-
phael the Angel of Healing.

  30-35mm Obsidian, Snowfl ake pyramid

GPYOBSS30$10.95

Snowfl ake obsidian is 
believed to be a stone of 
purity, balancing the mind, 
body and spirit. Reach the 
inner self. All gemstones 
have their own unique pat-
terns, colors, and natural 

  

70mm Orgone Blue Topaz & Flower pyramid

GPYOBT70$38.95

This Orgone pyramids 
aid in restoring harmonic 
balance to the earth and 
living things. These make 
great tools to use during 
energy work and heal-
ings. An attractive, Orgone 

  25-30mm Orgone Carnelian pyramid

GPYOCAR25$10.95

A 25-30mm Orgone Car-
nelian pyramid, Carnelian 
Orgone pyramid, encased in 
resin. Carnelian stimulates 
the mind.

  70mm Orgone Chrysocolla & Flower pyra-

GPYOCF70$38.95

An attractive, Orgone 
Chrysocolla with gold fl ex 
particles, suspended within 
a high gloss resin pyramid, 
centered upon one of its 
pyramid panels is a gold 
colored fl ower char,. Its 

  

80mm Orgone Chrysocolla & Tree of Life 

GPYOCT80$38.95

This is a powerhouse of 
protection. Chrysocolla will 
assist you in starting over 
& motivation while orgone 
will enhance all areas of 
your life while protecting 
you from emf. Beautiful 

  25-30mm Orgone Green Aventurine pyramid

GPYOGA25$10.95

Generate positive energy 
with this Orgone green 
Aventurine pyramid. Draw 
in negative life energy and 
transmute it into positive 
energy. Green Aventurine 
believed to benefi t in all 

  25-30mm Orgone Lapis pyramid

GPYOL25$12.95

Generate positive energy 
with this Orgone Lapis 
pyramid. Draw in negative 
life energy and transmute it 
into positive energy, lapis is 
believed to a powerful sym-
bolism of royalty, honor, 

  

25-30mm Orgone Mixed pyramid

GPYOMIX25$9.95

25-30mm Orgone Mixed 
pyramid, mixture of orgone, 
synthetic turquoise, yellow 
agate, and red jasper.

  70mm Orgone Shungite & Flower pyramid

GPYOSF70$35.95

An attractive, Orgone Shun-
gite with gold fl ex particles, 
suspended within a high 
gloss resin pyramid, cen-
tered upon one of its pyra-
mid panels is a gold colored 
metal fl ower of life. Its base 

  70mm Orgone Tiger Eye & Spiral pyramid

GPYOTES70$38.95

This Orgone Tiger Eye 
pyramid measures base 
and pyramid points mea-
sures 3”x3”, with a spiral 
wrapped quartz crystal in 
its center.

  

70mm Orgone Tourmaline & Flower pyramid

GPYOTF70$35.95

This Orgone pyramids aid 
in restoring harmonic bal-
ance to the earth and living 
things. These make great 
tools to use during energy 
work and healings. Mea-
sures from base to pyra-

  25-30mm Orgone Turquoise pyramid

GPYOTUR25$10.95

A pyramid, Orgone Tur-
quoise. 25-30 mm.  Orgone 
being an organic component 
polyester resin.

  70mm Orgone Various pyramid

GPYOVAR70$32.95

Let us energetically choose 
the perfect piece for you 
with this group of various 
orgone pyramids. These 
pyramids are from India 
and each piece is unique in 
powers and looks.
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25-30mm Pyrite pyramid

GPYPYR25$8.95

A carved and polished 
Pyrite pyramid. Sometimes 
referred to as fools gold, 
this item can be used to 
help manifest wealth or to 
hide existing money and 
property from others. Or 

  25-30mm Quartz pyramid

GPYQ$7.95

This pyramid carved of 
quartz crystal is a great tool 
for channeling energy and 
helping to balance that is 
within and without. Sizes 
and clarity vary. Base mea-
sures: 1 1/4” - 1 3/8”

  30-40mm Quartz pyramid

GPYQM$14.95

This pyramid carved of 
quartz crystal is a great tool 
for channeling energy and 
helping to balance that is 
within and without. Sizes 
and clarity vary. 30-40mm

  

25-30mm Rose Quartz pyramid

GPYR$8.95

This rose quartz pyramid 
has been crafted to aid you 
channel, attract, and focus 
energies for your magical 
practice and crystal healing. 
Sold individually. Sizes and 
clarity vary. Bases range: 1 

  Pyramid Generator

GPYRG$26.95

Using a quartz pyramid to 
gather energy and four fac-
eted quartz points to direct 
it, the Pyramid Generator 
is a handy way to gather, 
direct, and cleanse energy 
within the home, sacred 

  30-40mm Rose Quartz pyramid

GPYRQ$14.95

This rose quartz pyramid 
has been crafted to aid you 
channel, attract, and focus 
energies for your magical 
practice and crystal healing. 
Sold individually. Sizes and 
clarity varies. Base mea-

  

40mm Selenite pyramid

GPYSEL40$6.95

A cut and polished pyramid 
of selenite. This is a natural 
product and will have 
variations of bright white, 
dull white, yellows and 
orange hints and highlights. 
These variation will occur 

  25-30mm Shungite pyramid

GPYSHU25$12.95

Using the potency of pyra-
mid magic with the spiritual 
properties of shungite, this 
small pyramid can help you 
cut through confusion and 
bring clarity into your life. 
25- 30mm

  25-30mm Sodalite pyramid

GPYSM$11.95

Useful within spiritual heal-
ing practice for balancing 
emotion and aiding with 
stress or anxiety, this crystal 
pyramid has been sculpted 
from the lovely blue stone 
Sodalite.

  

25-30mm Smoky Quartz pyramid

GPYSQ25$8.95

Using the potency of pyra-
mid magic with the spiritual 
properties of Smoky Quartz 
crystal healing properties 
work to reconnect us to 
the earth and its life-giving 
soil, making it one of the 

  25-30mm Tiger’s Eye pyramid

GPYTE25$8.95

Using the potency of pyra-
mid magic with the spiritual 
properties of tiger’s eye, this 
small pyramid can help you 
cut through confusion and 
bring clarity into your life. 
25- 30mm

  25-30mm Unakite pyramid

GPYUNA25$7.95

Unakite has fascinating 
color blends. Often blood 
reds with blacks and olive. 
Each is unique color and 
shade. It is useful for uni-
fi cation, joining, merging 
energies, also tightening 

  

  

  

  
    

Free Shape
  

  1 to 1.5# Bismuth

GFBIS$148.95

The beauty is very en-
gaging when it comes to 
Bismuth. It is said to relieve 
symptoms of isolation both 
spiritually and emotional. 
Each mesmerizing piece has 
many great powers.

  

  

  

  
    

Sphere
  

  1# of Amethyst spheres

GSAMEB$151.95

Beautiful Amethyst spheres. 
Amethyst is a power stone 
of many attributers, used 
for protection, medita-
tion, and increasing one’s 
psychic abilities, balanc-
ing inner peace, harmony, 

  

40mm Amethyst, Chevron sphere

GSAMEC40$25.95

Chevron Amethyst is 
formed where veins of 
white quartz and amethyst 
have formed together in the 
rock. This stone tends to 
combine the enhancing and 
purifying qualities of quartz 

  40mm Angelite sphere

GSANG40$23.95

Natural polished crystal, 
made of Calcium Sulfate. 
Angelite is a peaceful, 
uplifting soothing stone, 
believed to be helpful in 
times of transition. It is as-
sociated with the Third Eye, 

  40mm Aventurine, Green sphere

GSAVEG40$16.95

Aventurine spheres - These 
are a blend of green and 
grey fl ecks making this gem 
mineral blend very unique 
and distinct. 40 mm
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40mm Calcite, yellow sphere

GSCALY40$15.95

A beautiful sphere of yel-
low calcite. Yellow calcite 
is know as a mind stone 
and has many attributes, 
including the ability quick 
and effi cient learning, 
increase memory, it is also a 

  1# of Emerald Fuchsite spheres

GSEMEFB$149.95

Highly polished spheres. 
The mineral Beryl is named 
Emerald, when it is green, 
can be both transparent or 
opaque. Is believed to bear 
strong energies. Fuchsite is 
also known as muscovite 

  40mm Fluorite sphere

GSFLU40$22.95

Fluorite spheres have the 
widest variety of color 
range. They can be translu-
cent, purple, green, black, 
you name it. Random colors 
and patterns our choice.

  

40mm Hematite sphere

GSHEM40$27.95

Used for balance and 
protection, and sometimes 
charged for spell work, a 
hematite sphere can be a 
wonderful addition to your 
magical craft.

  40mm Labradorite sphere

GSLAB40$20.95

Labradorite spheres are 
dark with iridescent 
highlights common in this 
polished stone. Related to 
feldspar and moonstone, 
one may see the moons 
illumination at times in the 

  40mm Mookaite sphere

GSMOO40$17.95

Mookaite jasper spheres are 
sometimes called Australian 
jasper. They look like a pic-
ture jasper of from our west. 
Each is distinct and differ-
ent from the other but all 
share light cream and dark 

  

50mm Pyrite sphere

GSPYR50$66.95

Hold this sphere and you 
will feel its energetic wealth. 
Know also as fools gold 
and is a symbol of wealth 
and good luck. The sphere 
shape sends light vibrations 
in all directions.

  40mm Quartz sphere

GSQZ40$15.95

40mm Quartz sphere, Made 
of natural quartz crystal.  
The natural cracks and 
frosts inside will be normal.  
Each and every specimen is 
unique and you will receive 
ones similar to the image 

  40mm Rose Quartz sphere

GSRQ40$16.95

Rose quartz sphere. Is your 
world love, lust, romance 
or something else. Discover 
what it means to you. 40 
mm

  

  

  

  
    

Figures
  

  2” Amethyst, Cheveron egg

GEAMEC2$23.95

Chevron Amethyst gem-
stone egg tumbled and pol-
ished to a high gloss. Each 
egg is different and unique 
with colors, patterns and 
tones. color. Yours is chosen 
by random selection only.

  

2” Angelite egg

GEANG2$23.95

Angelite egg for the gem-
stone egg collector. Angelite 
is a stone of heightened 
awareness, with special 
focus on peace and brother-
hood. It gives protection in 
the environment around 

  2” Calcite, Yellow egg

GECALY2$8.95

Calcite offers many benefi ts 
as well as it being a beauti-
ful crystal. It Helps enable 
effortless fl ow in your life, 
It has the ability to shift 
stagnant energy, helps 
smooth agitated emotions 

  2” Carnelian egg

GECAR2$19.95

Carnelian egg For the 
gemstone egg collections. 
Carnelian is used for 
focusing, realization, and 
self-actualization, Carnelian 
stimulates the mind. Eggs 
are symbolic of new begin-

  

2” Jasper, Dragon Blood egg

GEJASD2$23.95

Jasper Dragon Blood egg for 
the gemstone egg collector. 
Jasper, Dragon Blood Stone 
is thought to promote pa-
tience and stimulate percep-
tion and personal power. 
It is believed to “dissolve” 

  2” Lapis egg

GELAP2$15.95

Lapis offers many benefi ts 
as well as it being a beauti-
ful crystal. It is associated 
with truth and is a great aid 
in communication. Provides 
clarity of the mind and can 
be used to help memory.

  1 1/2” Elephant various stones

GELEV$10.95

Elephants for luck or 
pleasure. Each is carved in 
different colors from vari-
ous gemstones. They are 
good detail and completely 
polished with trunk up for 
good luck. Sold individu-

  

2” Malachite, Red egg

GEMALR2$5.95

Carnelian egg For the 
gemstone egg collections. 
Also known as red banded 
Jasper: Red is the color 
of energy, courage and 
passion. When blended 
with Malachite the natu-

  2” Quartz egg

GEQZ2$23.95

Quartz egg For the gem-
stone egg collections. 
Quartz is known for many 
qualities, and is known to 
be the most versatile heal-
ing stone among crystals. 
The egg is also a powerful 

  2” Rhodonite egg

GERHO2$19.95

Rhodonite egg, for the 
gemstone egg collector. 
Rhodonite is said to be a 
great for helping to allevi-
ate stress and anxiety. It is 
also good for helping to fi nd 
restful sleep, and is used 
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2” Rose Quartz egg

GERQ2$15.95

Rose Quartz egg For the 
gemstone egg collections. 
Rose Quartz is a stone of the 
heart, a crystal of uncondi-
tional love. The egg is also a 
powerful symbol of fertility, 
purity and rebirth, used 

  2 1/2” Selenite egg

GESEL2$7.95

A lustrous white, selenite 
egg, also known as the 
“Moon Goddess Egg”, it’s 
namesake deriving from, 
Selene the ancient moon 
goddess. It is believed 
to bring reconciliation in 

  1 1/2” Owl gold sandstone

GOWLV$9.95

Each is carved from gold 
sandstone. They are good 
detail and completely 
polished.

  

1 1/2” Turtle various stones

GTURV$9.95

Turtles are positive sym-
bols in many traditions and 
spiritual paths. Each turtle 
is a carved polished stone. 
They come in many colors 
with good detail . Sold indi-
vidually. Our choice.

    

  

  
    

Flats & gift box 
sets

  
  

Flat of Amethyst Points

GFAMEP$201.95

Flat of Amethyst Points. 
If you love this stone then 
this is a great choice. They 
range from nearly clear 
hint of lavender to intense 
deep purple points. Cleaned 
and raw from the vein in 

  ~3# Terminated points natural

GFBIT3$114.95

These beautiful clear quartz 
pieces will quickly acceler-
ate your intention while 
cleaning and healing your 
energy. Sold in a fl at of 
roughly 3lbs and you will 
feel the energy when you 

  Flat of Citrine Druse

GFCITD$62.95

A beautiful stone that 
somewhat resembles topaz, 
Citrine possesses a golden, 
translucent quality that is 
popular in jewelry as well 
as a wonderful positive 
energy for magical and 

  

Flat of Citrine Points

GFCITP$195.95

Flat of Citrine Points. If you 
love this stone then this is 
a great choice. They range 
from nearly clear hint of 
milky yellow to intense 
deep amber gold points. 
Cleaned and raw from the 

  ~3# Epidote specimen

GFEPI3$143.95

Epidote is know for its 
beauty and healing proper-
ties. Bring more abundance, 
and prosperity into your 
life as well as getting help 
improving your relation-
ships. Each fl at of Epidote 

  ~3# Lepidolite

GFLEP3$104.95

This is a box set of Lepido-
lite that weighs roughly 
3lbs. Each piece is unique 
and comes in a variety of 
sizes. Known for its peace-
ful and tranquil healing 
abilities. You might want 

  

Flat of 20 Stones & Crystals

GFMIX20$103.95

Whether you’ve a love for 
the beauty found in the 
stones or a student of the 
energetic and spiritual 
properties of gemstones 
and crystals, this fl at of 20 
Mixed Stones will be an 

  Flat of Mixed rough

GFMIXR$43.95

Flat of 24 mixed assorted 
rough stones. Each is a clean 
specimen from the earth. 
This tray is an excellent 
choice for getting started 
with gems and minerals for 
learning or for energy work. 

  Flat of Mixed windowed (24/fl at)

GFMIXW$88.95

Flat of 24 assorted win-
dowed clear, amethyst, rose, 
and smoky quartz. Each 
stunning stone is tumbled 
with outer side frosted and 
a clear polished fl at side 
window for viewing into 

  

~3# Quartz

GFQZ3$87.95

A fl at set of Quartz points 
that weights roughly 3lbs. 
A large variety of sizes and 
shapes. Stunning healing 
energy emits from this box.

  Flat of Cracked Quartz Points

GFQZCP$247.95

Flat of Cracked Quartz 
Points, cracked by means of 
heating and cooling in a kiln 
after being mined. (~3#).

  Flat of Rough Quartz Points (~3.0#)

GFQZPR$89.95

Quartz points are always 
different and individual. 
This fl at of crystal points 
has all shapes and sizes, 
each with different clarity 
and inclusions. These are 
clean and ready. Sold by fl at 

  

~3# Smoky Qtz points natural

GFSQN3$114.95

A box set of Natural Smoky 
Quartz points. In their 
natural state these smokey 
quartz have a variety of 
sizes and shapes. Total box 
weight is roughly 3lbs.

  ~3# Smoky Qtz points

GFSQT3$137.95

Stunning Irradiated Smoky 
Quartz points in a fl at that 
is roughly 3lbs. Many great 
pieces in this box set. Enjoy 
the stress and anxiety re-
lieving benefi ts that Smokey 
Quartz has to offer you.

  ~3# Tourmaline, Black

GFTOUB3$58.95

This is a fl at of Tourmaline 
specimens that weights 
roughly 3 pounds. Each 
specimen is powerful and 
unique. Tourmaline is a 
protective stone as well as 
an energy purifi er.
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Amethyst, Chevron gift box (box of 12)

GGBAMEC12$144.95

Box of 12 Chevron Am-
ethyst, Peace of Mind, 
Prosperity, Inner Strength, 
Intuition. You get 12 vari-
ous shapes, heart, sphere, 
natural formation, and 
pyramid, comes in large 

  Aventurine, Green gift box (box of 12)

GGBAVEG12$90.95

Box of 12 Green Aventurine, 
Good Luck, Prosperity, 
Leadership, Creativity. You 
get 12 various shapes, heart, 
sphere, natural forma-
tion, and pyramid, comes 
in large display box, each 

  Black Obsidian gift box (box of 12)

GGBBO12$90.95

Box of 12 Black Obsidian. 
Purify the Aura, Block 
Negativity, Protection. You 
get 12 various shapes, heart, 
sphere, natural forma-
tion, and pyramid, comes 
in large display box, each 

  

Fluorite gift box (box of 12)

GGBFLU12$122.95

Box of 12 Box of 12 Fluorite 
.Decision making, Concen-
tration, Mediation. You get 
12 various shapes, heart, 
sphere, natural forma-
tion, and pyramid, comes 
in large display box, each 

  Rose Quartz gift box (box of 12)

GGBRQ12$89.95

Box of 12 rose Quartz . 
Emotional Balance, Enhance 
Love, Self- Acceptance, For-
giveness. You get 12 various 
shapes, heart, sphere, natu-
ral formation, and pyramid, 
comes in large display box, 

  6 Piece untumbled stones set

GU6PCS$38.95

This wonderful set provides 
you with small stone pieces 
under an 1” each with some 
pieces being chip size. Rose 
Quartz , Green Quartz, 
Crystal, Black Tourmaline, 
Sodalite, and Brazil Orange 

  

  

  

  
    

Crystal points

  
  Flat of Amethyst Points

GFAMEP$201.95

Flat of Amethyst Points. 
If you love this stone then 
this is a great choice. They 
range from nearly clear 
hint of lavender to intense 
deep purple points. Cleaned 
and raw from the vein in 

  

~3# Terminated points natural

GFBIT3$114.95

These beautiful clear quartz 
pieces will quickly acceler-
ate your intention while 
cleaning and healing your 
energy. Sold in a fl at of 
roughly 3lbs and you will 
feel the energy when you 

  Flat of Citrine Points

GFCITP$195.95

Flat of Citrine Points. If you 
love this stone then this is 
a great choice. They range 
from nearly clear hint of 
milky yellow to intense 
deep amber gold points. 
Cleaned and raw from the 

  1 to 1.5# Amethyst point

GFPAME$60.95

Raw from the mountain. 
This large amethyst has 
polished faceted top with 
raw stone beneath with cut 
polished bottom for stand-
ing the crystal. Color and 
density and shape is unique 

  

10# Amethyst point

GFPAME10$403.95

Raw from the mountain. 
This large amethyst has 
polished faceted top with 
raw stone beneath with cut 
polished bottom for stand-
ing the crystal. Color and 
density and shape is unique 

  ~3# Quartz

GFQZ3$87.95

A fl at set of Quartz points 
that weights roughly 3lbs. 
A large variety of sizes and 
shapes. Stunning healing 
energy emits from this box.

  Flat of Cracked Quartz Points

GFQZCP$247.95

Flat of Cracked Quartz 
Points, cracked by means of 
heating and cooling in a kiln 
after being mined. (~3#).

  

Flat of Rough Quartz Points (~3.0#)

GFQZPR$89.95

Quartz points are always 
different and individual. 
This fl at of crystal points 
has all shapes and sizes, 
each with different clarity 
and inclusions. These are 
clean and ready. Sold by fl at 

  ~3# Smoky Qtz points natural

GFSQN3$114.95

A box set of Natural Smoky 
Quartz points. In their 
natural state these smokey 
quartz have a variety of 
sizes and shapes. Total box 
weight is roughly 3lbs.

  ~3# Smoky Qtz points

GFSQT3$137.95

Stunning Irradiated Smoky 
Quartz points in a fl at that 
is roughly 3lbs. Many great 
pieces in this box set. Enjoy 
the stress and anxiety re-
lieving benefi ts that Smokey 
Quartz has to offer you.

  

2 1/2”+ Amazonite obelisk

GOAMA$15.95

Perfect piece for your work 
area or any where you 
would like to shield your-
self from electromagnetic 
pollution. This Amazonite 
obelisk point are green, 
blue, grey, purple in nature 

  2 1/2”+ Amethyst obelisk

GOAME$13.95

This Amethyst obelisk 
comes from India and 
stands with a pointed top. 
Amethyst will aid in purify-
ing the mind and with the 
reduction of stress. Adorn 
your space powerfully with 

  2 1/2”+ Aquamarine obelisk

GOAQU$15.95

“Water of the sea” comes in 
this standing obelisk form. 
This Aquamarine point 
may aid you in calming of 
fears and phobias while its 
beauty will offer protection.
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2 1/2”+ Garnet obelisk

GOGAR$10.95

The protection and power 
that garnet will offer is an 
invaluable tool for you 
and your space. This piece 
comes from India and 
stands in obelisk formation.

  2 1/2”+ Mica, Green obelisk

GOMICG$15.95

Mica acts like a mirror for 
you in that it will show you 
your fl aws but allowing 
you to see them with love. 
This Green Mica is from 
India and comes in vari-
ous natural colors and with 

  2 1/2”+ Rainbow Moonstone obelisk

GORMS$13.95

The feminine powers of the 
moon shimmer through 
this Rainbow Moonstone 
obelisk. Let the powers of 
protection, and clearing dif-
fuse throughout your aura 
when this piece is near.

  

2 1/2”+ Rose Quartz obelisk

GORQ$14.95

Keep your heart open to 
unconditional love with 
this Rose Quartz obelisk 
from India. Standing with 
a pointed top and offering 
you peace, comfort, and 
beauty.

  2 1/2”+ Ruby Fuchsite obelisk

GORUBF$13.95

You will be able to enjoy 
the colors and sparkles this 
Ruby Fuchsite Obelisk point 
will provide. Not only is 
this a stunning piece it is 
known to be the heart stone, 
helping to clear blocks and 

  2 1/2”+ Sodalite obelisk

GOSOD$11.95

Verbalize your truth with 
the aid of Sodalite. This 
Sodalite obelisk point is 
from India and will provide 
powerful beauty to any area 
it is placed.

  

2 1/2”+ Tiger Eye obelisk

GOTIGE$11.95

Shimmer bands yellow, 
brown, and gold swirl 
through this beautiful Tiger 
Eye obelisk. This powerful 
stone that may assist you in 
regards to fear and anxiety. 
From India.

  2 1/2”+ Tourmaline, Black obelisk

GOTOUB$6.95

Dispel negative energy 
easily with this Tourmaline 
obelisk. Standing point that 
offers much grounding and 
protection. From India.

  1 lb Amethyst points

GPTAMEB$39.95

Raw points and chunks of 
amethyst like teeth of the 
mountain. Each is unique in 
color and size varies. 1” - 2 
3/4”.  Est 10- 20 pieces.

  

1 lb small Amethyst B terminated points

GPTAMESB$52.95

Amethyst terminated points 
crystal, B grade. Believed to 
have many healing powers, 
properties, and energies and 
self help. Sold by approxi-
mate weight - not stone size 
or count.  Each stone has 

  1 lb Angel White Crystal points

GPTANG1B$145.95

1 lb Angel White Crystal 
points, in different lengths 
and widths. a must have for 
ritual, craft making, mojo 
bags, necklaces and more.

  1 lb Angel Aqua Blue Crystal points

GPTANGB1B$145.95

1 lb Angel Aqua Blue Crys-
tal points .  Metaphysically, 
Aqua Aura frees you from 
limitations and calms the 
aura, releasing any stress 
and healing the holes.

  

1 lb Angel Gold Crystal points

GPTANGGB$145.95

These stunning angel gold 
crystal points, each have 
their own unique patterns 
designs, and sizes.

  2 1/2” Apatite point

GPTAPA$14.95

Let this Apatite point 
deliver you inspiration, 
motivation and satisfaction 
in all that you do. Powerful 
point that will help prevent 
your chakras from getting 
blocked up.

  Apatite top polished point

GPTAPAP$32.95

If you are looking for inspi-
ration and motivation than 
an Apatite point may help 
you with this. Each piece is 
unique in natural color and 
banding ranging from 2-3” 
in height.

  

Aragonite, Green top polished point

GPTARAG$19.95

When it comes to clearing 
blocks aragonite will be 
your guide as well as pro-
viding you stability along 
your journey. This polished 
point will be between 2-3” 
and each piece may have a 

  1 lb Angel Aqua Blue Crystal unpolished

GPTAUBB$99.95

1 lb Angel Aqua Blue Crys-
tal points .  Metaphysically, 
Aqua Aura frees you from 
limitations and calms the 
aura, releasing any stress 
and healing the holes.

  1 lb Citrine points

GPTCITB$69.95

Also known as the “Suc-
cess Stone”. Carrying the 
power of the sun, Citrine is 
believed to bring prosper-
ity and success, it is also 
known to bring energies of 
generosity, imagination and 

  

Epidote top polished point

GPTEPD$21.95

This Epidote point also 
known as Pistacite is a 
fi brous stone with eye 
catching prismatic crystals. 
Epidote may be the next 
best tool for prosperity and 
manifesting. Each piece will 

  Nephrite top polished point

GPTNEP$19.95

By placing this Nephrite 
near by it is said to assist in 
turning negative energies 
into positive. Beautiful earth 
colors swirl through this 
powerful piece. Each piece 
is unique in natural colors 

  1 lb Lamurian mini Quartz points

GPTQZMB$42.95

Lamurian Quartz is be-
lieved to teach oneness, 
being as we are all con-
nected to each other, but are 
all one as individuals, being 
equal in spirit. Lamurian 
Quartz is also known to be 
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Rhodonite top polished point

GPTRHO$32.95

Large Rhodonite points 
mined in Peru with a vari-
ety of natural eye catching 
colors. Rhodonite is about 
the heart and emotional 
healing. Keep this power-
ful piece close by when you 

  Serpentine top polished point

GPTSER$19.95

Free yourself of limitations 
with this eye catching Ser-
pentine point. Each piece is 
unique in natural sizes and 
shapes and come packed 
with healing energy. 2-3” 
pieces.

  1” Assorted Points (set of 12)

JFPVAR12$36.95

A set of 12 small yet power-
ful points with holes in 
them to put on your favorite 
chain or to make your own 
powerful jewelry. Each 
point carries healing prop-
erties both mentally and 

  

  

  

  
    

Shiva Lingam
  

  1” Shiva Lingam stone

GSHI1$1.95

This extra large Shiva 
lingam stone from India 
possesses a wonderfully 
positive vibration and en-
ergy that brings a state of 
purifi cation and cleansing 
to those who use it, mak-

  

4” Shiva Lingam stone

GSHI4$9.95

This nice size, Shiva lingam, 
egg shaped stone from 
India possesses a wonder-
fully positive vibration and 
energy that brings a state 
of purifi cation and cleans-
ing to those who use it, it 

  6” Shiva lingham stone

GSHI6$16.95

This good size Shiva lin-
gam, egg shaped stone from 
India possesses a wonder-
fully positive vibration and 
energy that brings a state 
of purifi cation and cleans-
ing to those who use it, it 

  8” Shiva lingham stone

GSHI8$41.95

This extra large Shiva 
lingam stone from India 
possesses a wonderfully 
positive vibration and en-
ergy that brings a state of 
purifi cation and cleansing 
to those who use it, mak-

  

  

  

  
    

Gemstone 
Trees

  
  Amethyst gemstone tree 160 beads

GTRAME$18.95

Beautiful and powerful both 
symbolically and energeti-
cally, the amethyst gem-
stone tree features dozens of 
amethyst chips as the leaves 
of a small wire tree. Base 
has felt bottom and mea-

  

Amethyst gemstone tree 100 beads

GTRAME100$14.95

Beautiful and powerful both 
symbolically and energeti-
cally, the amethyst gem-
stone tree features dozens of 
amethyst chips as the leaves 
of a small wire tree. Base 
has felt bottom and mea-

  Carnelian gemstone tree

GTRCAR$17.95

Said to help with focus and 
ambition, and in revealing 
new talents, the Carnelian 
Gemstone tree is a power-
ful tool for helping to create 
a new beginning or nur-
ture one that you want to 

  Mixed gemstone tree 160 beads

GTRMIX$18.95

A beautiful altar decoration 
and ritual tool, the mixed 
agate gemstone tree takes 
the form of a wire sculpture, 
rising out of a sawed piece 
of wood with resin trunk 
to present a tree of beauti-

  

Quartz gemstone tree 160 beads

GTRQZ$20.95

Whether you are adding it 
to your altar for its symbolic 
value or actively using it 
within your spells and ritu-
als, the clear quartz gem-
stone tree is a beautiful and 
powerful presentation all by 

    

  

  
    

Quartz clusters

  
  

5# Quartz cluster

GCQZ5$486.95

Quartz crystal clusters. Each 
one is different from inside 
the Earth. Use as energy 
amplifi ers or light catching 
display. Due to the many 
different sizes we are selling 
them in 5 pound lots.

  5# Quartz cluster with Blue color

GCQZB5$309.95

This quartz cluster has been 
color enhanced metallic 
blue, purple and burnt gold, 
which makes it dramatic. 
Sparkling and glimmering 
when light hits enjoy for 
crystal power or display. 

  5# Quartz cluster with Gold color

GCQZG5$309.95

Clear Quartz bonded with 
Gold and Indium, or with 
Gold and Iron/Iron Oxide; 
presents as pale smoky gold 
metallic; also called Smoky 
Aura Quartz. It is a high vi-
brational crystal of transmu-
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5# Quartz cluster with Turquoise color

GCQZT5$313.95

This quartz cluster has been 
color enhanced metallic 
bright translucent light blue, 
which makes it dramatic. 
Sparkling and glimmering 
when light hits enjoy for 
crystal power or display. 

    

  

  
    

Amethyst

  
  

1 to 1.5# Amethyst point

GFPAME$60.95

Raw from the mountain. 
This large amethyst has 
polished faceted top with 
raw stone beneath with cut 
polished bottom for stand-
ing the crystal. Color and 
density and shape is unique 

  10# Amethyst point

GFPAME10$403.95

Raw from the mountain. 
This large amethyst has 
polished faceted top with 
raw stone beneath with cut 
polished bottom for stand-
ing the crystal. Color and 
density and shape is unique 

  ~3# Tourmaline, Black

GFTOUB3$58.95

This is a fl at of Tourmaline 
specimens that weights 
roughly 3 pounds. Each 
specimen is powerful and 
unique. Tourmaline is a 
protective stone as well as 
an energy purifi er.

  

  

  

  
    

Selenite
  

  2”- 3” Orange Selenite gazing ball

FCOSEL3$14.95

A beautiful sphere of highly 
polished orange Selenite. 
2” - 3”

  

White Selenite gazing ball

FCSEL3$15.95

Polished into a sphere from 
the naturally beautiful 
selenite, this Selenite gazing 
ball makes for both a beauti-
ful decoration and a marvel-
ous tool for divination and 
magic. 2 1/2” to 3 1/4”.

  5” White Selenite gazing ball

FCSEL5$86.95

Polished into a sphere from 
the naturally beautiful 
selenite, this Selenite gazing 
ball makes for both a beauti-
ful decoration and a marvel-
ous tool for divination and 
magic. 5”

  2 1/2” Selenite egg

GESEL2$7.95

A lustrous white, selenite 
egg, also known as the 
“Moon Goddess Egg”, it’s 
namesake deriving from, 
Selene the ancient moon 
goddess. It is believed 
to bring reconciliation in 

  

White Selenite generator

GGSELW$7.95

The white selenite generator 
is a fantastic tool for crystal 
healing and magical prac-
tice, using the natural quali-
ties of selenite crystal to aid 
in capturing and directing 
positive energy. They vary 

  2 3/4” Orange Selenite heart

GHSELO$7.95

Polished shaped orange 
selenite heart, also knows 
as “Gypsum” or the “Stone 
of the Moon”. Keep around 
your own person, or give as 
a gift, for good luck, protec-
tion and more. Selenite 

  White Selenite heart

GHSELW$4.95

Created out of a single piece 
of white selenite, these 
beautiful heart stones are 
great for any altar, home 
or sacred space. Use them 
within your crystal healing 
to help bring revitalizing 

  

3” 6-Faceted Selenite massager

GM6SEL3$6.95

3” Selenite massager 6 
faceted, rounded at one end 
with a point on the other.  A 
very delicate piece.  Picture 
does not do it justice.

  White Selenite Oval 2”

GOSELW$9.95

Place this white selenite 
oval on your altar or use 
it within your ritual magic 
to help direct, contain, or 
cleanse energy.

  Selenite tumbled

GTSEL$4.95

A single tumbled and 
polished Selenite crystal 
fragment. Sizes, color & 
pattern will vary. Evokes 
protection from the angelic 
realm and also dispels nega-
tive energy.

  

4” Selenite mini sticks 5 pk

GUSEL4$5.95

Raw white lustrous stone 
selenite is always sought 
after. Selenite mini sticks 5 
pk, 4”.

  7” Selenite mini sticks (5 pack)

GUSEL7$12.95

Raw white lustrous stone 
selenite is always sought 
after. Selenite mini sticks 7”.

  Selenite mini cubes 20 pk

GUSELC$5.95

Raw white lustrous stone 
selenite is always sought 
after. May be used to calm 
and stabilize energy, emo-
tions, and to clear away 
negative energy. Selenite 
mini cubes 20 pk.
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3” Orange Selenite mini sticks 5 pk

GUSELO3$5.95

Raw orange selenite is 
another popular variety of 
selenite. May be used to 
remove electromagnetic 
stress, boost self-esteem as 
well as creativity through 
your sacral chakra. Selenite 

  4 1/2” Selenite wand

GWSEL$25.95

Twisted into a spiral, this 
selenite has rounded tip at 
both ends. The base uses 
a different stone, to refl ect 
energy up the wand. It is 
rounded at both ends use 
for magic, or as massager 

  6” Selenite wand

GWSEL6$5.95

This selenite wand is a pow-
erful aid in seeking mental 
clarity or in channeling 
energies, and can be used to 
aid in seeking contact with 
spirits, angels, and other 
such entities. Size varies.

  

White Selenite Wand

GWSELW$5.95

This selenite wand is a pow-
erful aid in seeking mental 
clarity or in channeling 
energies, and can be used to 
aid in seeking contact with 
spirits, angels, and other 
such entities.  Varies in 

  Selenite worry stone

GWSELWS$4.95

Selenite famous for its shim-
mering translucent stria-
tions as a worry stone. Use 
for meditation or to clear 
and calm the mind. 1 1/2”

    

  

  
  

  

Chips & Stones and 
Crystals for Arts & 

Crafts

  
  1 lb Agate, Moss tumbled chips

GCTAGAMB$13.95

Moss Agate is a grounding 
stone and the colors will 
remind you of nature. A va-
riety of sizes and shapes in 
this supportive bag of chips. 
Use these in a number of 
creative endeavors.

  1 lb Amethyst tumbled chips

GCTAMEB$14.95

When you use these Am-
ethyst chips in your next 
arts and crafts project, you 
are sure to receive the ener-
getic benefi ts along with the 
beauty. Use these chips in a 
variety of ways or use them 

  

1 lb Aquamarine tumbled chips

GCTAQUB$61.95

Aquamarine is said help 
promote clear communica-
tion. These beautiful chips 
may be used in a variety 
of creative projects or try 
them in your favorite oils to 
charge them.

  1 lb Fluorite tumbled chips

GCTFLUB$14.95

This 1lb bag of beautiful 
Fluorite chips will bring 
your next project to life. 
Fluorite is said to energize 
all of the chakras. Use these 
chips in a variety of creative 
ways or use them in your 

  1 lb Garnet tumbled chips

GCTGARB$18.95

Garnet is said to help you 
feel grounded and connect-
ed to the present moment. 
Use this beautiful bag of 
small Garnet chips in a va-
riety of creative projects or 
ideas. Great to put in your 

  

1 lb Howlite, White tumbled chips

GCTHOWWB$11.95

This is a 1lb bag of white 
Howlite chips packed with 
a lot of power in each little 
piece. Howlite is a lovey 
stone that aids in the reduc-
tion of stress and anxiety. 
Use these chips in many 

  1 lb Labradorite tumbled chips

GCTLABB$16.95

Bring out your magical 
powers while using these 
Labradorite chips. Many 
great uses for these little 
beauties, including plants, 
for charging bottles, jewelry 
making, and many more 

  1 lb Lapis tumbled chips

GCTLAPB$34.95

Lapis is said to awaken our 
divine purpose and you 
might just do that with this 
beautiful bag of Lapis chips. 
Use these beauties in a vari-
ety of creative ways as well 
as for charging oils.

  

1 lb Malachite tumbled chips

GCTMALB$58.95

Open your Third Eye up 
when you use these power-
ful pieces in your next proj-
ect. Malachite has wonder-
ful healing properties and 
its beauty may inspire you 
in a variety of ways.

  1 lb Mookaite tumbled chips

GCTMOOKB$14.95

Let your creative spark take 
off with this beautiful bag of 
Mookaite chips. Mookaite 
is said to help move you 
forward on life’s journey. 
Great for a variety of proj-
ects or use them to charge 

  1 lb Moonstone tumbled chips

GCTMOONB$18.95

Feel calm as well as stable in 
this powerful bag of Moon-
stone chips. Can be used in 
a variety of arts and crafts 
projects including jewelry 
making, oil bottle charging, 
and much more.

  

1 lb Obsidian, Black tumbled chips

GCTOBSBB$14.95

You will fi nd many ways to 
use these grounding Black 
Obsidian chips. Anywhere 
you can use a little help 
with growth and protection. 
Great for creative projects or 
try them in your oil bottles 

  1 lb Opal, Pink tumbled chips

GCTOPAPB$29.95

Pink Opal is a powerful 
crystal and you will feel 
it throughout this bag of 
chips. The beautiful colors 
will surely keep your heart 
chakra peaceful. Chips of 
various sizes and shapes 

  1 lb Obsidian, Black tumbled chips

GCTOPSBB$14.95

You will fi nd many ways to 
use these grounding Black 
Obsidian chips. Anywhere 
you can use a little help 
with growth and protection. 
Great for creative projects or 
try them in your oil bottles 
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1 lb Peridot tumbled chips

GCTPERB$25.95

This is a 1lb bag of very 
small yet powerful Peridot 
chips. With this stone of 
compassion your next arts 
and crafts project will be 
charged with good energy. 
Maybe used in a variety 

  1 lb Prehnite, Green tumbled chips

GCTPREGB$14.95

You will feel the healing 
energy in this 1lb bag of 
Prehnite chips. Bring beauty 
and healing to any creative 
project when you use these 
chips in it. Also great to use 
in oils to charge them.

  1 lb Qtz, Black Rutilated tumbled chips

GCTQZBRB$21.95

Black Rutilated Quartz 
gives you the best of both 
worlds combining Quartz 
Crystal and Black Tour-
maline. Your next creative 
project will not only be 
beautiful but you will feel 

  

1 lb Qtz, Rutilated tumbled chips

GCTQZRB$42.95

Beautiful Quartz chips with 
the needle-like Rutile inclu-
sions as well as a variety 
of clear pieces. Bring out 
what’s in your soul for your 
next arts and crafts project 
with these little powerful 

  1 lb Qtz, Strawberry tumbled chips

GCTQZSB$20.95

The energetic healing pow-
ers of Strawberry Quartz 
will radiate outward all 
around it. That’s what 
makes these chips a great 
addition to any creative 
endeavor.

  1 lb Rose Qtz tumbled chips

GCTRQB$16.95

This beautiful bag of uncon-
ditional love is waiting your 
creative project ideas. Rose 
Quartz is said to open your 
heart chakra and keep it 
clean and clear.

  

1 lb Sunstone tumbled chips

GCTSUNB$17.95

Your next creative project 
will come to life using these 
Sunstone chips. Sunstone is 
not only great for creativity 
it also may bring out your 
sensuality. Use these chips 
in a variety of ways or try 

  1 lb Tiger Eye tumbled chips

GCTTEB$13.95

Set yourself free from nega-
tive thoughts with this 1lb 
bag of Tiger Eye chips. You 
just may fi nd inspiration 
on your next arts and craft 
project with this bag of 
chips.

  1 lb Tourmaline, Black tumbled chips

GCTTOUBB$26.95

Black Tourmaline chips can 
be used in a variety of ways. 
Harness the protective 
energy and security within 
these small chips in your 
next project.

  

1 lb Tourmaline, Rainbow tumbled chips

GCTTOURB$33.95

Rainbow Tourmaline is 
said to be a magical stone 
and here we have chips for 
many art & craft projects. 
Rainbow tourmaline is full 
of many wonderful colors 
and just may help you with 

  1 lb Zoisite, Ruby tumbled chips

GCTZOSRB$19.95

Ruby Zoisite will aid in 
connecting your heart and 
mind. Use these chips in a 
variety of creative ways to 
bring this loving energy to 
anything you do.

  1 to 1.5# Bismuth

GFBIS$148.95

The beauty is very en-
gaging when it comes to 
Bismuth. It is said to relieve 
symptoms of isolation both 
spiritually and emotional. 
Each mesmerizing piece has 
many great powers.

  

1” Assorted Points (set of 12)

JFPVAR12$36.95

A set of 12 small yet power-
ful points with holes in 
them to put on your favorite 
chain or to make your own 
powerful jewelry. Each 
point carries healing prop-
erties both mentally and 

  


